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State of the College
Midsession President Addresses
the
college, Dobelle answered, in September of 2000 will "tocuss various issues concerning
"Vernon Street has been given tally change the residential life
the
college
community.
Topics
Features
addressed included construc- by the city to the college, never of the college and make it more
tion on campus and social life to return to a city street, so it's a comfortable for everyone."
Various
private way."
Dobelle also addressed the
at Trinity.
Dobelle added that in about construction of the new AdmisLast week, the Tripod sat
When asked whether the
with Trinity College Vernon Street gate would be three years, "we have to decide sions and Career Services buildActivities down
President Evan Dobelle to dis- opened as the major entrance to how exactly we want to have ing along the Chapel Quad,
}',,,_

BY A N N O'CONNELL

& RENAY SMALLCOMB

News Editors

the entrance to the college."
Dobelle addressed several
options currently under consideration, including leaving the
ceremonial entrance on Vernon
St. closed from dusk to dawn to
provide access to admissions
and activities during the day.
However, Dobelle emphasized,
"nothing has been decided yet."
Dobelle then addressed construction on campus, noting
that while it is disruptive, "You
can't build something without
generally disrupting something
else." He mentioned the new
dormitories being constructed,
noting its "172 beds, with three
separate entrances, and lounge
space."
Dobelle stated his expections
that the opening of the dorms

BY SARAH JOYCE

" News Writer

This fall, what was formerly
known as Reading Week, made
the switch to Midsession and
with that change in name
came a variety of activities and
changes on the Trinity campus.
The week before Midsession
began, all students received a
pamphlet in their mail boxes
entitled "Midsession Happenings" for the week of October 717. This pamphlet gave a day
by day description of the activities planned for students
over Midsession. Dr. Sharon
Hertzberger, Vice President of
Student Services, said: "We
have a flood of activities this
semester." Most of the activites
were put together by the firstyear program to encourage the
freshmen to stay on campus.
Throughout the week, a variety of activities ta%gi!iffro'ifl
movies to Broadway shows
were made available to the
Trinity community. Some
highlights of the week consisted of a women's reading
see READING on page sixO

Multiethnic Festival
;efebrates Diversity
BY A N N O'CONNELL
NATE CURTIS

President Dobelle discussed the State of the College with the
Tripod

Press Conference Launches
Nationwide Job Boycott
BY ABIGAIL THOMAS
& MARLI REIFMAN

News Writers

On Wednesday, October 6,
Trinity College announced its
participation in a nationwide
job boycott campaign sponsored by ECOnference 2000.
ECOnference 2000 is a twoday conference, held this year at

noting that "it will alter the
parking arrangement...but there
isnoeasyanswerforit" Dobelle
added that the Learning Corridor Project is on schedule, due
in September of 2000.
Dobelle expressed great enthusiasm about the continuation of
Project
2002,
commenting on the grants
from the Hartford Foundation
and Kresge Foundation, stating,
"We are excited and continue to
raise money for the library... The
complication is, you have to
continue to raise money because things become more expensive. We have determined
with the Board that we are not
going to construct any buildings at this institution which
see STATE on page seven

the University of Pennsylvania
on October 15-17, sponsored by
40 socially and environmentally concerned organizations.
The goal is to gather, educate
and encourage students to participate and be aware of current
environmental issues.
The Job Boycott Campaign,
organized by Free the Planet!,
the Green Corps, the Sierra Student Coalition, and the

StudentPIRGs, intends to secure
signatures of graduating college
seniors who pledge that they
will not take jobs with twelve
specific companies, nicknamed
the Dirty Dozen. These companies were chosen because, according to research conducted
by members of ECOnference
2000, they are the least socially
and economically responsible.
see BOYCOTT on page five

News Editor

On Sunday, October 17, the final day of Midsession, Trinity
College was host to a festival of
ethnic cultures.
The fair, held in the field
house, was alive all Sunday afternoon with traditional costumes, the smell of different
ethnic foods, and music from
the performing groups dancing
and singing on stage.
There were booths representing several different cultures,
with food, information, vendors, and a booth for the International Student Organization
scattered throughout the field
house. Students were invited to
take a break from their
Midsession work and come to
visit the multi-ethnic event
The event, which repre-

sented 32 different nationalities
this year, was sponsored by the
World Affairs Council, the
Greater Hartford Jaycees and
the Sister Cities International of
Hartford.
Marjorie Anderson, the chairperson of the World Affairs
Council in Hartford, commented that the fair was very
successful, that students were
wandering in and out all day
and there was a possibility of
the fair becoming an annual
event.
"Trinity was a wonderful location," Anderson commented,
"Nothing has been decided yet
(about the fair becoming annual) but it will definitely come
before the board."
President Dobelle opened up
the fair this year. He and Mrs.
Dobelle were the honorary
chairpersons of the event this
year.
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Changes To Reading Week Are
Counterproductive To Academic Growth
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Trinity Should Help Their Greek Bretheren
To the Editor

past abuses, have only served to
make the dorms bunkhouses inI am not a member of a fraternity, stead of residences. It is not the frahowever, I attended the forum on ternities doings that have made
fraternities and sororities hosted by them the social outlet of choice this
Dr. Herzberger several weeks ago year. There are nonalcoholic events
because I was interested in finding that are held in Vernon Center, but
out what the issues surrounding how many karaoke nights can you
Greeks at Trinity are. Likewise I read have? This isn't summer camp. If Dr.
the article on this meeting in the Herzberger is truly concerned
October 5 issue of the Tripod with about the consumption of alcohol at
interest and was struck by several Greeks, she should first look at the
statements Dr. Herzberger made in consequences of the administration's policies before going after
that article.
in the dosing paragraph she said, the Greeks.
She also stated that the burden
"Some people felt at the forum that
a big part of the existence of Greek rests on Greek organizations to
organizations is their use as the last prove themselves on this campus. I
place where students can drink the came away from the meeting with
way they want. This concerns me the impression that Greeks were
greatly." I seem to remember the very aware of that fact. However,
comments of many students a little many who attended from Greeks
differently. The general explanation held a somewhat fatalistic view of
for the upsurge in pledges that the situation in that they felt that no
many Greeks have experienced this matter what they did, they could
year was because of the perception not change people's minds. The buramong students that there is noth- den may indeed be on the Greeks,
ing else to do on campus anymore. I but the administration can help in
don't seem to recall the existence of publicizing the charitable activities
fraternities and the fact that they Greeks do. What I heard on the part
have become the campus speakeas- of many brothers and sisters in aties ever being linked. In my opinion, tendance was a plea for this kind of
the increase in popularity of frater- help. Vice President Herzberger,
nities and sororities has nothing to they are asking for your help. The
do with actions that fraternities least you can do is be honest with
have taken, but has everything to do not only the Greeks, but with the
with the actions of the administra- student body as a whole in what the
tion, which can only be called administration is willing to do to
boneheaded. The Greeks didn't help the Greeks become an asset to
close the View. The Greeks didn't Trinity.
mandate that students over 21 can
only have four drinks at parties. The Sincerely,
Greeks didn't deem that we can't
have our doors open in our rooms
while we are drinking a beer, These
policy changes, while a reaction to Jack Hoblitzel! '00

The campus is currently recovering from Midsession. Yes, recovering. Last week, thestudent body was clearly present on campus. The
library experienced constant traffic—at timesit was even difficult to
find a computer. In addition, the lines in Mather, the Cave, and the
Bistro were no shorter than usual.
To an outside observer, it would appear that this was exactly what Sexual Diversity Needs
the chalkings were more than justiwas intended by the changes that were instituted to transform Read- Dear Tripod,
fied.
ing Week into Midsession. The one thing that was overlooked was the Admittedly, this is a delayed re- Any responsible and self-response. I guess it has taken me a specting Trinity student ought to
initial purpose of Reading Week. In past years, it had been used to couple of weeks to reflect on a re- recognize the dignity of all their
at Trinity.
classmates, completely regardless of
catch up on assignments, to get ahead in work, and, probably the most centAsdevelopment
a straight student, I want to their sexual orientation. Straight
valuable use, to work in uninterrupted blocks on long-term projects. express my whole-hearted support students should challenge the stathe gay and bisexual tus quo, and make this campus a
This year, these things were difficult to accomplish. Students had to for
community's chalkings on Parent's welcoming place for gay and lesbian
Trinity College is an ex- students. How? For starters, we need
balance their workload with scheduled classes, movies, trips, and other Weekend.
cellent school in many respects; to clean up our language. The words
mandatory events. Reading Week had been a relaxing break from rou- however, we are glaringly deficient faggot, gay, dyke, and other such
crucial department: the stu- epithets are uttered too freely on
tine that allowed for academic work to be accomplished. Creating a indentonebody's
attitude toward alterna- this campus. Using these words cretive sexualities. Most of my close ates an environment of intolerance.
proactive academic atmosphere was pursued so diligently this friends
expressed some sort of ofTransforming Trinity into a safe
Midsession that it was difficult to find the necessary amount of time fense or disdain for the chalkings. haven
for alternative sexual identithey, and many others at ties is one of the key challenges this
to work on both long-term assignments and those due immediately What
Trinity, fail to understand is that the school faces today.
gay community has been made infollowing the week.
visible at this school. As a student
Reading Week was not perfect, but a compromise needs'to be reached body, we have made gay and lesbian Sincerely,
feel abnormal, unwanted,
between it and our current Midsession. Time spent on campus this students
and un-included. Looking at the
past week was academically valuable, but students need the ability to situation through this perspective, Daniel Rudolph
schedule their own time in order to complete their assigned work and
to prepare for the rigors of the second half of the semester.
An exhausted student body is not the desired goal of a less strucBattle Of The Titans
tured week within the semester. Reading Week served a purpose which This week has seen some real battles: Studiers v. Drinkers, Braves v.
Mets, Yankees v. Red Sox. It's not that we care; it's just that it hapMidsession must not abandon.
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pened. To tell the truth, we here are pretty traditional; we like our
baseball live and our Reading Weeks blurry. Life will go on, though,
and we hear the Simpsons will be back next week.

MIDSESSION

It's a good thing we have the Trust< ees around to remind us that sleep
is a privilege, not a right.

READING WEEK

Some of us traditionalists got
some serious drinking done. You
know where you can put your busy
work.

BRAVES V. METS

We don't really care what the
stakes are; fifteen innings of
watching baseball could kill any-

YANKEES V. RED SOX

one.
At least the best team won. Until
Red Sox first basemen learn to field
and theirfans learn some class, the
Curse ofBambinio shall live on.

OCTOBER
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How Face Painting Steals
Our Freedoms One By One
Acting Childish Will Eventually Make Children Of Us All
BY JOSH FREEMIRE

Opinion Editor

Parties are strictly verboten
over Reading Week. Even the
pre-frosh students I have met
know all about how angry the
college would get at any social
organization that dared to open
its doors this week. They're a
little sorry that they weren't allowed to go to a college party,
but they did go to that study
break. Study what, you ask?
Study break, where the college
forgets all about the regulations
against students enjoying themselves in any way, shape, or form
over Reading Week and bribes
them with food to come and
play games in Mather Hall.
What sort of games, you ask?
The standard college fare - obstacle courses and face painting.
Wait a second...that sounds a lot
like birthday parties from sixth
grade, doesn't it? So why are we
encouraged to act like children
during this most rigorous of all
rigorous and holy academic
weeks?
The answer is relatively
simple and should be pretty
clear from some of my past articles. We are being led by
people who not only want to be
leaders, .but also fathers. It's
called paternalism, for those of
you who aren't familiar with
the hneo of oppression. Don't
be misleadTjy the gender specific title; women can be paternalistic, too. Whole countries
can be paternalistic, actually;
just look at the history of the
British Empire and read "The
White Man's Burden" some
time, or even do some reading
on the slave owning practices of
this country.
Paternalism, simply put, is
one adult, because of his or her
leadership position, treating everyone else as their children. It's
"for their own good," of course,
since we all realize that African
Americans, Middle Eastern

people, women the world over,
and college students, especially
freshmen, are utterly incapable
of actually functioning as
adults. See, adults make their
own decisions, and sometimes,
they're wrong. Sometimes, they
drink themselves stupid or
don't trade as efficiently as
other countries. This is when
the paternalistic leader steps in
with a huge smile (gee, who do
we know with a big smile for
everyone?) and makes things
right. He makes all the decisions for everyone, and they go
and play in obstacle courses, or
get their faces painted. They no
longer have any rights or freedoms, but that is OK, because
there is more than enough fun
for everyone. Most importantly,
of course, no one makes any bad
decisions anymore. So the natives never make imperialism
unprofitable; the slaves do their
work with a smile, and Trinity
students stay clear of the demon
rum for a few weekends more.
The best part about paternalism is that it is self-perpetuat-,
ing. You see, when you're
treated as a child, you tend to act
like a child. You never learn
from your mistakes. So once in
awhile, when there would be an
uprising of the natives (wherever they were) the imperialists
could simply sit back and smile.
Sure enough, the natives would
ef nea tnemseTvesbefore, and
would even ask for their "father"
to step back in and fix things.
It's easier to be a child; you don't
have to worry about things too
much. Perhaps Trinity hopes
the same truism will hold here
- maybe if we get used to the
idea of fun involving activities
that would make a highschooler embarrassed, we'll act
like children all of the time. The
school will, of course, have to
step in with increasing authority to deal with all of the bad
decisions that people are making. Soon, if we all spend

rgouae
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Unions Fight For
Worker's Rights

enough time getting our faces
painted, we won't have to make
any decisions at all. The school
really will be in loco parentis,
and we won't have to worry
about a thing. We will have
VlJAY PRASHAD
abandoned all of our rights as
Assistant Professor of
adult, autonomous individuals
International Studies
at the gate, but that's OK there'll be free food.
I can hear the lilt of the
So I am not exactly happy
nazm, the song of Faiz Ahmed
with the double standard on
Faiz, revolutionary Urdu poet:
parties over Reading Week. The
'jab kabhi bazaar mein bikta
message that is being sent is
hai*
very clear - we can party all we
Whenever the workman's
want, as long as we party like flesh is sold in the market,
we're twelve. That is by no
The blood of the poor flows in
means a harmless idea; in fact,
the streets, Something like a
as 1 hope I have made clear, it's fire rises in my breast - do not
downright pernicious. No one
ask! 1 have no control over my
is suggesting that it is harmful,
heart...
bad, or even abnormal to occaThis is one of the songs that
sionally act childish. I think it's
rises to my lips whenever I
pretty healthy actually. When
read of the conditions within
the actions of a child are the
which so much of our comonly actions available to you,
mon humanity must live. And
however, and you're not a child,
some of that lack of control
then something is very wrong.
over my heart comes from my
I want to be clear as well that
implication in a system
I am in no way faulting TCAC
that seems to require poverty
or any other student organizafor the growth of corporate
tion that has been or will be rewealth. We live in a society in
sponsible for these events. It is
which the top 1% of the popunot your fault that the school
lation owns 40% of all wealth,
policy specifically prohibits
a sum that exceeds the wealth
maturity. 1 am faulting an adowned by the bottom 92% of
ministration that has gone out
the population. The excepof its way in recent months to
tional growth of inequality
treat myself, and my fellow stuhappened for three reasons:
dents—all of whom are adults
changes in the tax code in the
fully capable of governing our 4980s»'SpecuJatiOR binges On
own lives—as if we were frnbewhich capital went toward
cilic infants. Really, I just won't
the financial sector rather
stand for it anymore.
than toward manufacturing),
So you will never see me on
and vastly overpaid managers
an obstacle course; you will
(the ratio between the highest
never see me getting my face
and lowest worker is now 200
painted. Healthy as it may octo 1). In the midst of this, we are
casionally be, I feel so firmly
incensed with the buying up
ascribed the role of a child at
of Washington, DC by what
this school that I would sooner
are called 'special interests.' A
tear out my own eyes than fullazy population has not
fill it. I hope those of you who
squandered democracy (just as
actually enjoy leading your own
poverty is not created by perlives will join me. Many people
sonal laziness). Democracy
have died demanding to be
was assassinated by the
treated as adults and I will not
plutocracy's assignation with
pay someone to ignore that fact.
wealth. My own position
within the structure of US society seems to rest upon the
poverty of many people. You
are upset, some say. Give your
salary away. Charity is the answer to our current social ills.
Fine; give some money away.
We all should do that. But to
whom do we give our money?
Should we give it to the panhandlers on the street, the
homeless shelters, and the
myriad social service agencies
that barely stay above bankruptcy and that do the work
once done by accountable institutions of the State? Doesn't
charity, however, not deal with
the fundamental problems of
power relations, and doesn't it
simply retain the unequal
structures whilst allowing the
poor to remain one step away
from famine? Is this all our
vasthu nan imagination is capable of, especially given that
we are endowed with centuries of wisdom onsocial justice
Cht\P\)S
'We live in a time when people
are working too hard and are
still in poverty, and communities and neighborhoods are
crumbling because of it. We
have to bring this into the daylight.> _SosaysFather Gene
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Boyle who spends most of his
time working alongside the
United Farm Workers' campaign to improve the lot of
California's strawberry workers. Charity is incomplete,
since it does not disburse
power to the masses, a hall-mark of the democratic vision.
Without an equitable distribution of power and resources,
how can we expect to create
the "beloved community' of
Martin Luther King, jr., or else
the kind of urban 'community'
to which we, in Hartford, are
pledged? Speaking of the
struggles of workers at
Sheperd Tissue in Memphis,
Tennessee, Shelby County
Commissioner Shep Wilburn
argues that 'these workers'
struggle is crucial to our eEforts
to preserve good, family-supporting jobs. The very future of
our community as a good
place to raise a family is at
stake.'The very future, indeed,
to live as democratic people.
In 1954, 35% of American
workers belonged to a union.
Today less than 14% of workers enjoy the benefits of a
union. What are these benefits? The median weekly
ear rungs ot Cu\l-time wage and
salary work in 1998 were $659
(for union members) and $499
(for non-union workers). African American union members
make 45% more than their
non-union counterparts, and
Latino workers find that the
union difference is 54%. On
the health care front, 85% of
union workers enjoy benefits,
whereas only 74% of nonunion workers enjoy the same:
the gap here is not as dramatic,
a sign that unions must fight
harder to win health care for
their members. The advantage
of a union cannot be questioned, except if one is prone
to reduce reason and morality
to the double entry account
book. If money is everything,
then perhaps we should cease
our bad faith pretension that
we are moral beings. With
strong unions, perhaps the
growth of inequality may have
been resisted.
Given their lack of resources, those who belong to
unions cannot get their
message across to the rest of us.
There are few that use e-mail
and fewer whose words make
their way into the mainstream
media.
';
We seem to bow down
before the fatted calf of the
Gross Domestic Product
(GDP), and disregard the woes
of the workers. The workers, to
steal from Reverend King
'write their most persuasive essays with the blunt pen of
marching ranks. Nonviolent
direct action will continue to
be a significant source of
power until it is made irrelevant by the presence of justice' (New York Times
Magazine, 11 June 1967).
Faiz is back in my ear, with
much to say. Does he say anything to you?
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Never Shout When I Sleep
BY ANDREW BAKER

Opinions Writer

Don't get me wrong, I like
Madden football as much the
next man, but I have a secret: it's
not real. Those little men running across the TV screen aren't
really the embodiment of Shannon Sharpe; they are just series'
of ones and zeros. So, when I
hear the screams of a dying
madman down the hall, I don't
expect to pass an open room of
chums playing video games, but
it never seems to fail, I'm sure
these games are a thrill, but let's
face it, a touchdown in a videogame is neither unexpected nor
out of the ordinary. In addition
to quiet hours, there should be
a regulation on exalting: no loud
exaltation after midnight.
Poet Walt Whitman said "I
sound my barbaric yelp over the
rooftops of the world." I'm
hardly one to hold a man back
from his yelp, but as with all
things, moderation and timing
are the key. Yelling seems to be
a particular issue in some of the
freshman halls. Most of these
issues can be cleared up by using a little common sense. Perhaps even a few examples
would do us all some good toward furthering the public good
will. Some great times to yell
would be while watching an
outdoor football game, working
out instructions from your skydiving instructor in a helicopter, or when confronting the

man whojust ran over your dog.
Some bad times to yell would be
when communicating with any
person in the same room as you,
when you could walk across the
hall, and when you finish a paper at 2 in the morning.
There are other ways to be
loud, of course. One of them is
called Korn. Korn is one of
those new elements in my life
that needs to be taken in moderation. I see and appreciate the
point of this music. After one

w

listens to Korn for awhile it
deafens him to what real music
sounds like. This music mostly
consists of yelling, a subject I've
already covered. Each of us is
entitled to listen to whatever
genre of music we like. There
are very few who would dispute
this point; it's one of the cornerstones of the society we live in.
Korn, however is one of those
bands that would be best listened to after ten in the morn-

ing, running on til about ten at
night. In all honesty, it doesn't
make good music to study by at
three in the morning. In fact, I
think it probably rattles the
brain cells and hinders clear
thinking. My roommate, who is
quite bright and also listens to
Korn, writes great papers listening to Pavarotti. And, of
course, there's always something to be said for complete silence. Believe it or not, there are
people who take long vows of
silence to seek true enlightenment.
Most of this article comes out
of a sarcastic bitterness. A good
yell isn't really as abrasive as I've
made it out to be. People should
yell, it's a great way to relieve
stress, and it's more construe ti ve
than many of the other options
out there.
Remember the time and
place. There's a great piece of
wisdom imparted to us in the
book of Isaiah, and it goes like
this: "In quietness and confidence you will build your
strength."
By choosing the proper time
to yell one makes him/herself
stronger and all the more savvy.
So go ahead, call up an ex and
give them a good bashing on the
answering machine, or choose
your least favorite piece of furniture and verbally abuse it.
Turn up angst music until even
your ears bleed. But the next
time you score in Madden,
check the clock; people might
be sleeping.

Symbols Encourage Sexual Diversity
Symbols Are Needed To Empower Gay/Lesbian Movement
IX

BY FATOU-MATY
DIOUF

Opinions Writer

When I left the environment
in which my culture and Ian- :
guage were dominant, 1 realized
the importance of them in my
life. As part of a majority group,
I had the privilege to be able to
take certain things, like my language, for granted. 1 am bisexual. This is not something
that I have always known. Before I reached this realization I
never questioned my assumption that heterosexuality was
the only normal expression of
sexuality. I have come to believe
heterosexuality is not normal;
it's just more'common. Until 1
started acknowledging that
there was such a thing as sexual
diversity, I understood neither
the concept of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgendered
(LGBT) Pride nor its importance.
Pride symbols, just like symbols used by other communities, are a way for members of
the LGBT community to externalize their pride, because
sexual orientation is not something that is externally noticeable.
Two of the most recognized
pride symbols are the pink triangle and the Rainbow Flag.
In Nazi concentration camps
the pink triangle was for homo-.
sexuals condemned to dea th. In
the 1970s, gay liberation groups
resurrected the pink triangle as
a popular symbol for the gay
rights movement. Today, for
many, the pink triangle repre-

sents pride, solidarity, and a
promise to never allow another
Holocaust to happen again.
In 1978, Gilbert Baker of San
Francisco designed and made a
flag representing the colors of
the rainbow as a symbol of gay
and lesbian community pride.
The flag had eight stripes, each
color representing a component
of the community. The six-color
version first appeared in the San
Francisco Gay and Lesbian
• Freedom Day Parade. Slowly the
flag took hold, offering a colorful and optimistic alternative to
the more common pink triangle
symbol. Today it is recognized
by the International Congress
of Flag Makers and is flown in
lesbian and gay pride marches
worldwide.
.
Last week, in the spirit of the

October 12, the flag was still up
in remembrance of the tragedy
of Matthew Shepard's murder
on the one year anniversary of
his death. Matthew Shepard, a
gay student at the University of
Wyoming, died after he was
beaten beyond recognition and
abandoned on a tough-hewn
fence.
.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Fellows Program Keeps Profs Out Of Classroom
To The Editor:
In a Sept. 28 Tripod opinion
piece I posed a question: "Is Trinity
trying to reduce its dependence on
adjunct [instructors]...?" Here is a
quick answer: No. Instead it is busy
inventing new reasons for taking
regular faculty out of the classroom and replacing them with adjuncts.
A 1999 case in point: Two new
"Fellows Programs" sponsored by
the ironically-named Trinity Center for Collaborative Teaching and
Research (TCCTR). These will
permit twelve full-time professors
to pursue research projects during
the spring 2000 term. Each faculty
Fellow will name a student Fellow
to work with her. The deadline for
applications was September 20;
awards were scheduled to be on
September 30.
The bigprize for faculty Fellows
is that each will be relieved of
teaching one of the spring-term
courses she is currently scheduled
to teach.
This means that twelve spring
2000 courses announced in the
August 1999 "Schedule of Classes"
will suddenly lose their announced instructors. Presumably
hese courses will either be cancelled or—guess what?—taught by
adjuncts. And these adjuncts will
have to be hired very quickly, because they will begin playing their
fill-in roles in January.
So if you've been doing what you
(and your adviser) are supposed to
do, planning ahead for spring
courses, you may be in for a surprise. That particular course you
counted on may be crossed off the
irdwithafreshh
place of the continuing Trinity
professor you assumed would lead
Box score for TCCTR Fellows
Programs:
12 professors do more research and less teaching
12 student Fellows have
wonderful experiences
120 or 240 or 360 students
get gypped.
An inquiry about the Fellows
Programs addressed to the TCCTR
director and the academic deans

drew no response. Theirs is a
"Don't ask, don't ask" policy. However the TCCTR associate director
tells me that the foundation that
puts up the money for one of the
Fellows Programs insists on faculty getting time off for their research. If that's so, perhaps the
TCCTR ought to be seeking money
from funders whose values are
more in synch with the spirit of a
liberal arts college.
The fact is, however, that the Fellows Programs are business as
usual for TCCTR. It sponsors collaborative research aplenty, but
what it does for "collaborative
teaching," or for any kind of teaching, is a mystery.
In this TCCTR can hide behind
a much-beloved academic cliche,
that research activity is essential to
good teaching. This proposition is
not itself the product of research.
To the contrary, research studies
show almost no correlation between professors' scholarship and
their teaching effectiveness. But
the "research equals teaching"
mantra isn't about students' learning. It's about professors' careers.
Believing that "research equals
teaching" is like believing in the
magic of Adam Smith's market,
where an "invisible hand" supposedly harmonizes the private interests of individuals with the public
interest. Keep taking regular professors out of the classroom (while
replacing them with less experienced instructors) and—it's
magic!—students learn more.
Honest.lt'samyth. At a time when
the College claims to be reducing
its dependence on adjunct instructors, it's a contradiction, too. If research is to com
6
make it happen. If the College is
to cut back on part-time and temporary instructors, TCCTR has to
stop inventing programs that call
for hiring more of them. In academic policy at Trinity, left hand
and right hand don't seem to be
collaborating.
Sincerely,
Eugene E. Leach

I Have Not Slept In Days:
Shut Up During Quiet Hours
BY BETH MILLER-LEE

Opinion Writer

I wasn't going to write an editorial this week because my energy has been sapped by the
ridiculous, busy-work-masquer ad ing-as-trustee-approved-rigor, but I'm up. I am
up because I am a mentor living
in a First-Year dorm with
people who are much like Austin Powers just out of the freezing process: they have no inner
HTn"^/WWW.OEOCITIES.COM/WBmouywOOD/l«14/
monologue and no volume conBFM1CONSJTOU.
erosPRIDE Month, E.R.O.S. (En- trol.
Perhaps they do not undercouraging Respect Of Sexualistand
how much concrete echties) raised the Rainbow flag on
oes
at
4:30am when everyone
Trinity's flagpole to recognize
else
is
silent. Perhaps they do
National Coming Out day. The
not
realize
how thin the walls
National Coming Out Project is
an ongoing campaign (spon- are. Guess what guys-they echo
sored by the Human Rights- and they are thin. SHUT UP! I
Campaign) to encourage and have been tempted to have
empower every lesbian, gay, bi- lengthy discussions about how
sexual, and transgendered per- much my professors suck and
son to make a difference. Every how homework sucks and how
October 11, National Coming men/women suck, or how
Out Day serves as the day to drunk I am, etc., outside of their
commemorate the importance doors at about 7:00am or so
of this single act of courage. On when they have really hit that

deep sleep. I have also thought
about practicing my flute at
about 10:00am, within quiet
hours (I actually understand
the signs posted everywhere
that state quiet hours, you see)
I have felt an overpowering need
to really work on my upper register (you know those nasty
squeaky notes that are hard to
play). But I prefer to be passive/
aggressive through my writing.I have been told to call the
RA's whenever these people
wake me. I have been told to sic
campus safety on them whenever they wake me. I guess I
don't want to be a bitch, so I
haven't done those things. But I
already am a bitch to most of
them beca use I have to tell them
every night, "Please be quiet. I
am sleeping." "Please don't sit
under my window and talk. I
am sleeping." "Please don't have
a study session outside of my
door at 2:30am. I am sleeping."
Well, that's a partial truth. I am
not sleeping. 1 get a lot of homework done though, but I can't
remember a lick of it the next
day.

I think the worst part is feeling hung over all the time without having had the pleasure of
actually drinking. You know
that not-enough-sleep hangover that makes you really
cranky? It's 5:53 am on Saturday
morning. I have two papers to
finish, ten more to read for my
rnentees,anannotated bibliography to write, two exams and
one quiz to study for. I am
cranky.
In case you missed all the
signs posted on the walls, Quiet
Hours run Monday-Thursday
10:00 pm-8:00 am and FridaySunday 12:00 am-10:00 am. I
know them by heart. I look at
them longingly when I am
awakened by slamming doors,
clomping clunky shoes stomping by, cell phone calls in the
hallway at 3:00am and random
insipid chatter.
I know you guys get all excited when it gets dark out and
everything, but try to control
your excitement and take it
down a notch to a panic. In
other words, please be quiet. I
am trying to sleep.
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Lecturer Addresses History
Trinity Supports
Of Multicultural ism In Prague Boycott Campaign
BY DAVIS ALBOHM

News Writer

On Thursday October 7,1999
the Departments of History and
Modern Literature co-hosted
the third Philip Bankwitz Lecture of the year.
Peter Demetz, a retired professor of German and Comparative Literature at Yale
University, presented a talk entitled "Prague, the Impossible
City - Promises and Failures of
Multi-Ethnicity."
At the beginning of the program, History ProfessorMichael

After Lestz finished his talk
on Bankwitz, Nancy Wagner,
Associate Academic Dean and
former student of Peter Demetz,
introduced the speaker for the
day. She referred to Demetz as
"One of the most important and
prolific scholars of the late
twentieth century."
Wagner also gave a background of Demetz's career, including the fact that he received
two of Germany's highest
awards for cultural achievement. He also wrote nine books,
as well as editing sixteen.
Demetz opened his lecture by
presenting the story of himself

"He said he was not a historian but that he
pretended to be. But with his knowledge and
personal experience, I am convinced that he
definitely is a qualified historian." - Laura
Schwartz '02
Lestz described the career of
Philip Bankwitz, a retired Trinity Professor for whom the lecture series is named. He
discussed the legacy of
Bankwitz, who was in attendance as "One that will live on,
and be remembered by his
former students and colleagues." Lestz also described
Bankwitz's lectures as "masterpieces of scholarly construction."

Russia
Continues
Chechnya
Campaign
GROZNY, Russia (AP) - Russian troops today regrouped
near the Terek River and fortified their positions in advance
of what a Russian general said
would be the second stage of the
campaign against insurgents in
Chechnya.
A .Russian military spokesman said Chechen" guerrillas
were suffering "serious losses" in
the latest fighting.
"Federal troops are continuing to regroup and prepare artillery encampments on the
right bank of the Terek River to
meet likely offensives of guerrillas," the spokesman said.
"Available information suggests that Chechen guerrillas
are suffering serious losses," said
the spokesman, who was in
neighboring Dagestan. He said
a hospital in the Chechen thecapital Grozny was filled to capacity with wounded insurgents.
Units of Russia's 58th Army
had taken control of the highway linking Grozny with
Nazran, the capital of
Chechnya's eastern neighbor
Ingushetia, the ITAR-Tass news
agency reported.
The spokesman said the first
phase of the anti-terrorist operation was complete and that
the second phase include the
regrouping of troops and upgrading of artillery positions.
The air force would continue
reconnaissance flights to locate
guerrilla groups and their bases,
the spokesman said.
After weeks of air and artillery strikes, Russian troops
were reported to be pushing
closer to Grozny, in what
Russia's top commander said

As centuries passed, the ci ty became more open to ethnic
groups. He stated that, "by the
eighteenth century Italians
were prominent in entertainment and arts."
He talked about medieval
Prague and how at least six languages were spoken in the city
during that period.
The audience seemed to react
positively to Demetz's lecture.
Laura Schwartz '02 was fascinated by the knowledge that
Demetz possessed. "He said he
was not a historian but that he
pretended to be. But with his
knowledge and personal experience, I am convinced that he
definitely is a qualified historian.

continued from page one
The Dirty Dozen will be announced at a national press
conference scheduled during
ECOnference 2000.
The Job Boycott Campaign
has a specific goal in mind for
each of the companies; it hopes
to pressure them to successfully
complete these reforms more

said, "I hope the message comes
through no matter who is saying it."
Trinity's Dr. Daniel Lloyd, a
professor in the Department of
Philosophy, also highly encourages seniors to consider signing
the pledge.
, Lloyd, discussing the Job Boycott Campaign, described it as

"...the next stage in your education at Trinity
College, the stage where you take what you
have learned and use it—or not—to live the
rest of your adult life."—Professor of
Philosophy Dan Lloyd
quickly by limiting their job
applicant pool.
Jacob Harold, the Regional
Coordinator for the Job Boycott
Campaign, is very optimistic,
mentioning that "the reaction
has been positive" at the schools
he has visited. In the area, Yale
and University of Connecticut
will be participating, joining
200 schools across the nation.
Trinity student Amol Modi
'03 is optimistic about the
college's involvement. "We intend to have at least half the senior class sign this pledge," he
stated.
When asked how he feels seniors will respond to the message coming from an
underclassman, freshman Modi

"...the next stage in your education at Trinity College, the stage
where you take what you have
learned and use it - or not — to
live the rest of your adult life."
Harold's hope for thejob Boycott Campaign is that it will go
beyond achieving the desired
and his girlfriend attempting to
reforms and furthermore "show
escape post-war Czechoslovastudents that participation in
kia in October 1949. He told the
grass roots campaigns can be
story of selling his girlfriend's
used to create pressure for imengagement ring in order to pay
provement."
a guide to take them to BavarNot only will students be a
ian-held territory, or the "free
part of affecting change, but
zone."
Lloyd states they will also realFor the remainder of his lecize that the "search for a job
WWW.KSK-CLAUSTHAL-ZELLERFELD.DE/
ture Demetz discussed the city
FRE/BSA/DEMETZ.HTML
should be informed by values as
of Prague and how it dealt with
much as anything else one does
Peter Demetz discussed the
ethnic groups such asjews, Gerin their life."
history of multiculturalism in
mans, Italians, and the Czechs.
He added, "Thejob Boycott
the city of Prague.
Campaign is a coalition with an
"At the end of the contact answer: At a minimum, keep
would be the second phase of Russian troops in Chechnya
ihe military operation to de- suffered 47 people killed and 33 there were approximately three your knowledge, your energy,
wounded since Sept. 25.' Thif militia dead and 3 seemed to be and your creativity out of the
Chechnya.
also lost one tank, five armored wounded," Kelly told CNN. pocket of companies that leave
Col. Gen. Viktor Kazantsev personnel carriers and two None of the peacekeepers were the world worse than they found
said on Friday that his troops other combat vehicles to enemy injured. It was the latest and it."
After the ECOnference 2000,
had finished creating a security fire. At least 1,500 rebels have most violent encounter along
zone in the north to seal off the been killed, he said.
the border between West and Trinity College students are cermilitants, and that the second
Chechen officials have said East Timor, which voted for in- tain to see more information
phase would begin today.
that hundreds of Russian sol- dependence from Indonesia in about the Job Boycott Campaign.
By Friday evening, Russian diers have been killed, and put an August 30 referendum.
troops had reached Tolstoy- their own losses at just a few
dozen. Neither side's claims
could be independently confirmed.

Conflict in
East Timor
Leads to
Deaths
Yurt, a village just 10 miles
north of the center of Grozny.
Tolstoy-Yurt itself was still controlled by the militants.
The Russian command said
its 3-week-old campaign was
aimed at encircling militants
who twice invaded Dagestan in
August and September. The
Russians have
overrun
Chechnya's northern plains, but
balked at proceeding into the
hilly terrain, below the Terek
River, fearing losses from hitand-run raids by the militants.
The Russian military spokesman said guerrillas "are closely
observing the activities of federal troops in order to direct
their artillery fire."
The move toward Grozny
was the first time Russians advanced deep inside western
Chechnya south of the river.
There was no indication they
would try to enter the Chechen
capital, but the ITAR-Tass news
agency said late Friday that
Russian forces had taken some
strategic heights that gave a
clear view of Grozny's northwest suburbs.
Kazantsev said Friday that

DILI, East Timor (CNN) Peacekeepers from the international force in East Timor killed
three members of a pro-Indonesian milicia in a new skirmish
Saturday along the border with
Indonesian-controlled West
Timor.
The peacekeepers — a sixman patrol made up of British
and Australian troops — encountered the militia about 15
kilometers (10 miles) west of
the frontier, said Col. Mark Kelly,
a spokesman for the INTERFET
peacekeeping mission. Though
five militiamen initially attacked the patrol, as many as 20
may have joined in the hourlong firefight eventually, Kelly
said. An INTERFET reaction
force airlifted the patrol out of
the area by helicopter while the
skirmish continued.
The gun battle occurred as
several hundred Australian and
British troops arrived in
Boronaro, stronghold of the
Falintil guerrilla movement.
The militias have accused
INTERFET of siding with the
Falintil rebels, who battled
Jakarta's rule for years.

NATEOJRliS

Visiting Chaplain, Dr. Nihal de Lanerolle.
In our last issue, dated October 5, The Tripod incorrectly
ran a photo of Interim Chaplain Tombaugh and identified
himasDr do Lanerolle. The Tripod apologizes for the
error.
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Programming Fills Dobelle Discusses Numerous
Midsession Week Issues That Confront Trinity

continued from page one
sure they prepare a special asgroup on Tuesday, a trip to the signment this week," said
Apollo theater in Harlem, NY to Herzberger. "We also made sure
see a taping of "It's Show Time all services of the College were
at the Apollo," on Wednesday, a running like a normal week.
trip to see Miss Saigon in New Mather kept its normal hours as
York City on Thursday, stress did the rest of the offices on
relief massages on Friday and a campus," she continued.
paintball trip on Sunday. These
The Office of Student Activiwere only a few of the activities ties kept a count of the number
students were encouraged to of students who remained on
engage in to make their campus and of the attendence
Midsession more productive at these events. "These activities
and educational. Along with were designed by the First Year
the activities planned for each Program to hopefully keep studay, student services and the dents interested in staying.on
First Year Program worked to- campus," noted Herzberger.
gether along with the College to We'll see how well it worked
make this Midsession different. when the final numbers are re"We worked with faculty to en- leased."

On The Beat
Don't Leave Stuff Unattended
On October 6 at approximately 1:00 PM, a Trinity College
employee left her pocketbook unattended in an office on
the third floor of Williams. After returning at 3:00 PM, she
discovered her purse had been stolen. The purse, which contained personal papers, keys, and cash, was found an hour
later near the east side of the Chapel. The contents of the
purse minus the cash were recovered. Two youngsters, approximately 13 to 16 years of age, were seen in the area at.
the time of the theft. One was wearing red sneakers and a
baseball cap.

A Little Short For A Freshman
At approximately 7:00 PM on October 6, two youngsters,
13 and 16 years of age, were reported trespassing in MCEC.
The minors were apprehended and brought down to Campus Safety. They were then transported to the Hartford Police Department and charged with criminal trespassing.

The Fashion Police Strike
At approximately 9:30 AM on October 8, a profesor reported that a jacket vest he had hung on a hook in a classroom was missing. The jacket contained keys. A teenaged
male in a dark brown coat was seen in the area at the time
of the theft. The suspect fled after being chased by two employees from the Life Sciences Center.
:

That Damn Brown Coat
On-October .7. at approximately 1:30 PM, an employee
working on the third floor of Cook in the Office of Residential Life found her wallet, containing personal papers and
cash, had been stolen. Seen in the area at the time of the
theft was a young male, age 16 to 17, wearing a brown overcoat.

Crime Pays
On October 7, money in an unlocked box in the Student
Services Center was reported missing from the first floor
• office. There are no suspects at this time.

Not The Brighest Bulb
\ On October 9 at approximately 3:30 AM, a student
knocked down a light bulb in front of Little.. The lightbulb
fell and the student injured his foot. The student was transported to Hartford Hospital and treated. Buildings and
Grounds, the Medical Office, and the Dean of Students Office will be receiving a report'on the incident.

Got Clothes?
At approximately 9:30 PM on October 13, a student using
the Jackson laundry room reported the area had been vandalized and clothes had been stolen. Campus Saety advises
students to leave the outside door to the laundry room closed
to secure the are from trespassers.

continued from page one
are not first rate, and we are not
going
to cut back and
marginalize buildings, which I
think had been historically
been the case at Trinity."
When asked about the future
status of Midsession, Dobelle
answered, "1 have high expectations. I believe in the original
concept of Reading Week, or
Midsession, which was an opportunity as I understood it
thirty years ago, when it was
created, was to give students
and faculty an opportunity to
have an educational experience
outside the classroom." He went
on to say, "The Board wanted to
end it, and I asked the Board
along with Dean Brown to give
it an extension to see if we could
come to a better usage of it.
Hopefully that will be the case."
Addressing the possibility of
Midsession-not meeting the expectations of the trustees
Dobelle commented, "If that is
not the case, it will be eliminated, and as a result we would
probably start classes after Labor Day instead of before Labor
Day, which some students
would also like, so we'll see
what happens."
Discussing the role of adjunct
professors at Trinity, Dobelle

UC Prepares
For Large
Increase In
Student
Enrollment
(U-WIRE) SAN FRANCISCO
— In response to an influx of
more than 60,000 more students by 2010 - nicknamed
Tidal Wave 2 - the UC Board of
Regents Thursday was presented with several possible responses to handling the
children of the baby boomer
generation.
Previous UC predictions estimated that by 2010,186,000
students would be enrolling at
UC campuses. Currently there
are around 150,000 students
enrolled and more recent estimates by the Department of Fi-

stated, "Adjunct professors are
not to be dismissed as unqualified or uncredentialed educators."
Dobelle commented, "...we
have set out to increase the
number of full time teachers,
and every effort is being made

"We have to be observant that we live in a
very competitive world. We're trying to get
the very best students and faculty to come
here, and then also to retain these people." President Evan Dobelle
to do that now. The complication is, you have a financial responsibility to the college, you
need to try to reduce where appropriate adjunct faculty."
He noted that, "as a private
college we're far different from
most, we don't rely on teaching
assistants as many universities
do" and added that "eighty percent of the courses taught at the
college are taught by full time
faculty."
The president also.addressed
the faculty vote to abolish Greek
life at^Trmity, stating, "For the
last twenty years, the faculty
has stated that point of view
and students have stated the
antithesis."
He then added,"! am awaiting

alcohol at events. I don't know
quite what to do about that, I
wish 1 did."
Regarding drinking on campus, Dobelle commented, "I've
got laws that I have to enforce,
and certainly can't ignore. I
can't risk Campus Safety Officers or RAs being sued for negligence for allowing people to
drink. The social scenes at Trinity, Bates, Bowdoin, and
Middlebury are all about the
same."
Addressing the challenges of
maintaining Trinity's standards, Dobelle stated, "We have
to be observant that we live in a
very competitive world. We're
trying to get the very best stusee DOBELLE on page seven

president for planning and
analysis. But projections after
Tidal Wave 2 seem to show that
no such.decrease will occur.
"At no point an the
university's history have we
dealt with these kinds of numbers," UC President Richard
Atkinson said.
Though the addition of UC
Merced, the tenth UC campus
set to open in ,2005, will have
some effect, students throughout the UC might have to contend with even more
overcrowding as university administrators struggle with the
problem of what to do.
Possible solutions include expanding current campuses,
more fully integrating the state
community college system,
adding off-campus locations
and integrating the summer

as find housing off campus nearpublic transportation systems.
Currently, administrators are
looking into such a solution at
kL

ty FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
nance (DOF), the California
Postsecondary Education Committee and the University of
California, place the number of
students enrolled in 2010 at approximately 210,000 - a growth
of 43 percent.
In the 1960s, when the original Tidal Wave - the baby
boomer generation - hit, the
university had increases in enrollment of about 6,000 students a year for seven years. But,
at that time, three new universities were introduced to absorb
the increase.
In the next 12 years, the university will be absorbing 5,600
more students a year with only
one new campus.
What makes this increase
significant is not only its size
but that historically, every great
increase in enrollment, has been
followed by a period of decrease,
during which the university
was able to catch up, according
to Sandra Smith, assistant vice

a report that the Board of Trustees has asked for from Vice
President Herzberger."
Discussing social life on campus, Dobelle commented, "1
wish social life was better for
people who define that as more
options or the capacity to have

term into the normal academic
year.
According to estimates by the
UC Office of the President, the
university will need $50 million
on top of the $2.7 billion the
state of California already gives
to the university annually in
order to triple the number of
students who currently attend
summer school in an effort to
lighten the load on faculty and
campus space during the year.
. Atkinson also suggested that
incentives such as large finan-;
cial-aid packages or even lower
fees will be enough to lure students to enroll. Other institutions such as the University of
Florida system have opted to
make summer attendance
mandatory.
The university,will also have
to deal with an even more exaggerated housing problem. With
the influx of students, the university is looking to increase
studyrabroad programs as well

UMiehigan To
Display
Letters From
The
Unabomber
(U-WIRE) ANN ARBOR,
Mich. — Letters of correspondence admirers and others had
sent to Unabomber Theodore
Kaczynski while in prison now
belong to the University and
will soon be added to a collection of other anarchist materials in the Harlan Hatcher
Graduate Library.
University spokesperson
Joanne Nesbit said the collection of letters addressed to and
from Kaczynski is being processed by staff in' the
University's Special Collections
Library. The letters date from
April 1996 to 1999 and when
stacked together measure "four
of five linear feet."
"It was. known this was going
to be a controversial issue," University President Lee Bollinger
said last night from his, residence in Vermont, adding that
he became aware of the acquisition about six months ago.
University spokesperson
Julie Peterson said the material
arrived at Special Collections
several weeks ago.
Kaczynski was linked to 16
bomb attacks that occurred between 1978 and 1995; injuring
29 and killing three people. He
plead guilty to 13 federal
charges in January 1998 and
was sentenced to four life sentences in prison in May 1998. .
Kaczynski's materials are being added to the Labadie Collection area of Special Collections
- one of the world's most extensive collections of works of anarchism and social'protest.
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Former Hartford
Police Chief
Testifies In Trial

mantling of a makeshift shrine at Colt
Park.
"It was built on public property; that
is illegal," Mayor Michael P. Peters told the
(The Hartford Courant)- Former Hart- crowd, many of whom had spent most
ford Police Officer Hugh O'Callaghan of the previous night watching the
told a Hartford Superior Court jury Fri- shrine being removed piece by piece by
day how he arranged to "take the weight" city workers. The shrine was erected in
for a fellow officer under suspicion for honor of an image of the Virgin Mary
hitting a suspect on the head. supposedly found in a nearby locust tree.
O'Callaghan said he concealed his plot
"We want the house back," said Juan
from a third police officer, also under sus- Ramon Gordils, the unofficial keeper of
picion for hitting the suspect. During a the shrine and the man who first
couple of hours of testimony, claimed to have seen the Virgin Mary.
O'Callaghan confessed to jurors that his
For shrine supporters, the case had
true and final account of the scuffle is long since transcended state vs. religion.
that he hit the victim on the shoulder Over the last several months, it had bewith a nightstick.
come one of respect and power, and the
His testimony came in the trial of lack of both in the community of believHartford Officer Michael Ancona, who ers.
is accused in the Feb. 14,1997, beating of
"If people in power would ever pay atJames H. Wilson in Bloomfield. On tention to this community, things like
Thursday, Bloomfield police officer this wouldn't happen," Carlos Velasquez
Arthur Fredericks identified Ancona as said. "There is no communication bethe officer who hit Wilson over the head tween us."
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President Comments On
Future Of The College

continued from page six
dents and faculty to come here and then
also to retain these people. We have to
be alert to changes in higher education
and accommodate new technologies and
create new opportunities for our faculty
to pursue."
Dobelle added that "A lot of it has to
do with resources. I spend a great deal
of time away from home raising money.

"A Trinity student has a sense of competitiveness, a sense
of family, a sense of responsibility, and I'm very proud of
our student body and our alumnae. 1 wish everything
could be perfect all the time, but that's complicated and
for someone far more able than I am." - President Evan
Dobelle

We have great expectations here and the
only way to meet them is to raise money.
The reality is it's my job to provide resources for a distinguished faculty and
an able student body"
Dobelle commented,"...we have traveled hopefully in the past four or five
years to an institution that has always
"This isn't anti-Latino," said Bob been a good college but was at the crossIacomacci, who asked why the city of roads and in danger of slipping into the
Hartford allows so many vendors with- top of the second tier. We are now at the
out permits in public parks. "This is anti- middle of the first tier, and we're glad
there are so many students who want to
Catholic."
Many of the 50 protesters said they felt apply here. We hope we are taking the
misled by a meeting a week earlier in right students, and the right students
which the city discussed issues of safety. tend to realize the advantages of attend"It made us think that there was a ing a liberal arts college in the inner city."
Addressing the image of the college,
chance of leaving it there," Inez Diaz said.
"But then they removed it without warn- Dobelle said, "I'm comfortable with who
ing." Peters, however, said later Friday I am, I'm comfortable with where Trinthat the city never had any intention of ity is. If you read the top ten, you see they
are the ten wealthiest institutions with
allowing the shrine to stay.
City Manager Saundra Kee Borges said large endowments. 1 suspect the US
the city had hoped that interest in the News And World Report rankings are
weighted towards those with money.
9
p
egan bringing
candles, she said, officials could no
longer allow the shrine. "We probably
should have taken it down immediately,
but we were trying to be sensitive to the
community," she said.
Shrine supporters said the betrayal
they feel goes beyond city hall to some
American Studies
community leaders who promised to
Jenny A. DeRosa
step up for their cause.
The crowd waited for half an hour Friday for Carmen Sierra, who arrived at
Anthropology
Colt Park late Thursday and urged gathElisaveta A. Koriouchkina
erers to protest Friday morning.
Many of the protesters were among
Biology
nearly 100 believers who had waited
Issac A. Dohannon
throughout the night to gather rosaries
and flowers that city workers left strewn
Biochemistry
along the site of the shrine.
Adam It. Orr
"The way the city handled the whole
thing was so disrespectful," Diaz said.
"We will continue to pray," saidChemMry
. •'• • Gordils, who remains hopeful that a
John P.. Miecznikowski
church might one day be built on the
site. "We will get something even more
Classics
beautiful."

Hartford News

with the butt of his service pistol. Friday,
O'Callaghan testified that he agreed to
Ancona's request that he take responsibility for what Ancona did.
Ancona is charged with assault and
faces prison time if convicted, a punishment he might not have faced had he accepted a plea bargain before the trial. He
has been suspended without pay since
the incident. .
O'Callaghan acknowledged during
cross-examination that, in exchange for
his testimony for the state, he was allowed to resign from the police department without disciplinary action and is
on a jail-free probation in which his
record will be erased if he doesn'tgeunto.
trouble.
Wilson, who had been drinking on the
night of Feb. 14,1997, and had been arrested in the past for driving while intoxicated, was spotted in an area of high
drug activity in Hartford, misidentified
as a dangerous wanted man and chased
into Bloomfield, police said. He was
beaten unconscious, even though eyewitnesses said he didn't fight with police.
Wilson suffered permanent damage to
his right eye. The incident occurred near
Bloomfield police headquarters and part
of it was videotaped by a camera inside
a Bloomfield police cruiser.

Hartford Residents
Protest Removal
Of Virgin Mary
Shrine
(The Hartford Courant)- A crowd of
protesters surrounded Hartford's mayor
and city manager outside city hall Friday during a confrontation over the dis-

Other rankings or surveys have been
very positive towards Trinity. I'm never
happy; I'd like to be number one on
everyone's ranking. That's my attitude;
that's the way lam. I am competitive that
way, but I am also mature enough to be
happy with who lam, if I am doing the
best I can and that's what we are trying
to do."
"As far as invoking moral authority,"

Dobelle added, "in my judgement, other
than UCLA, there are only two on that
list. So if you want to have a list about
which academic institutions invoke
moral authority, make a difference, and
are wise about sustaining a vibrant democracy in a country by reaching out to
our neighbors, then we've been on that
list all along. It depends on what kind
of list you want to look at."
Dobelle summed up the state of the
college by commenting, "The strength of
Trinity is how people do when they
graduate from this institution. From
what I've seen, the alumnae of Trinity
have the success and power as those of
any other college and university, and 1
don't mean just Bates; I mean Harvard.
A Trinity student has a sense of competitiveness, a sense of family, a sense of responsibility, and I'm very proud of our
student body and our alumnae. I .wish
everything could be perfect for everybody all the time, but that's complicated
and for someone far more able than 1 am."

Congratulations to the
1999-2000 Presidential Fellows
Mathematics
Patrick J. Nolen
Modern Languages and Literature
Emily J. La Croix
Music
Jennifer A. Gagosz
Neuroscience
Katherine L. Weingartner
• • ,. Philosophy
Despina Konstantinides

.

Alana G. Brooks

Computer Science
Jamie & Mazur
'

"EKpIosiue Seminar"
•New Internet Based Business Opportunity!;

Engineering •-. •
Robert E. Churchwell

,

,
• Political Science
: ' ' • Gordon J. Mann, HI

' ' •

- .Economics
Amanda L. lydoti • . .,

Physics
Kelly A Ward

,

; ' „ • "
• •
:

.

Psychology
LtoPa J< Vangsncss
Public Policy
Shane D. Dixon

$$$ Learn How Vou Can Make $$$

English'
Stephen F. Mcfarland, Jr.

Deligeon
Joanna V. Frost

$$$ Money On The Internet $$$

Fine M s
Mi Kyoung Han Yoo - Art History

Sociology
Alexander F. Drexler

History
John D. Hoblitzell, m

Theater and Dance
Michael C. Burke, Jr.

International Studies.
Matthew C. Bertuzzi

Women's Studies Program .
Mary Elizabeth Miller- Lee

t jg

Tuesday act 26, 1999 7 am
Holiday Inn, East Hartford
! H •

H • I

! ! !
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Midsession,
A Trip to Washington And A Review Of Futurist
Artist Armadeo deSouza-Cardoso
n JOAN MAERBA- FORAN
w Features Writer

Through the foresight of
Tereza Neves and the generosity of President Dobelle, an
eclectic assortment of Trinity
students attended a showing of
the artwork of Amadeo
deSouza-Cardoso at the
Corcoran Gallery in Washington, D.C. On Saturday morning
October 9,1999, twenty-eight
of the thirty-six students who
had reserved a spot for this trip
spread throughout a luxurious
tour bus and headed for D.C.
The trip was coordinated
through the efforts of Tereza
Neves, Portuguese lecturer in
the Department of Modern
Languages. Ms. Neves is here
through the Institute of
Camoes Portugal. Together
with Cristina Santos (President), Caterina Inacio (Vicepresident), Durate Machado
(Treasurer), and Christine Portal (Secretary) - the officers of
what will be Trinity's first Portuguese Club-Ms. Neves offered
an impressive extracurricular
activity.
After boarding the bus, Ms
Neves handed each of us de-

the Vietnam Veterans' Memorial and the Korean War Veterans' Memorial. The spotlighted, life-sized statutes of
nineteen young men in full
battle gear-capes flaring and
weapons ready-gave an eerie appearance. One student commented, "it was like watching a
frozen ballet." Another student
was ambivalent about a "terrible scene being made to look,
somehow, lovely." After the tour,
we went back to the hotel and
were awake and ready by nine
o'clock the next morning for our
featured event-a viewing of the
works of the Portuguese futurist Amadeo deSouza-Cardoso.
The Corcoran has. displayed
what remains of Amadeo
deSouza-Cardoso's works. I say
what remains of his work, because Amadeo's family, upon
his untimely death from influenza at the age of thirty in 1918,
started to destroy his paintings.
They did not understand and
appreciate his growing genius
and were ashamed of some of
his work. Fortunately, his wife
was able to save a majority of the
paintings, which she took with
her to Paris. Amadeo was studying architecture in Paris in 1906 •
at the age of nineteen. His in-

each oil painting explaining the
forms, it would not have been
possible to make sense of many
of the works. But gradually, as if
a whisper were becoming stronger, we could hear the thought
that was not actually buried in
the painting, but layered into it.
By slowly circling the room several times, the paintings took on
a harmony of color and sense to
our untrained eyes. Amadeo
won all of us over with his clear,
young voice that would have
definitely gone on to be a major
sound in the art world. The rest
of Sunday was our free time.
Howdid Trinity students spend
five hours of free time away
from school, away from discipline, away from structure?
From what I saw, it was with
maturity and a sense of humor.
Several students went to the
National Cathedral to attend
mass. Others went to the Holocaust Museum, The Freer Museum, or the Smithsonian. The
city happened to be holding A
taste of D.C. festival, and 1 saw
two students dancing down the
sidewalk, improvising a pretty
impressive swing routine. Others went to the National Portrait
Gallery or the National Air and
Space Museum. Our trip con-
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A Modest Proposal
for the Master Plan
already been taken and none

Outside some house in Washington DC

tailed maps of downtown D.C,
along with our itinerary and a
brief biography of deSouzaCardoso.Shecirculated an aft
book containing deSouza-.
Cardoso's works. Even at seven
o'clock in the morning, convert
sation was animated as we prepared for a weekend away from
college. Eight hours later we
checked into our hotel and
headed to the National Mall.
After an hour of glimpsing art
exhibits at the Smithsonian, we
boarded our bus for an illuminated tour of the Washington
Monuments. We were provided
with a professional tour guide.
We toured from the White
House to the Lincoln Memorial,
from thejefferson Memorial to
the Washington Monument,
from the Reflection Pool to the
War Memorials, The greatest
impact on our group came with
the reverent introspection that
has to accompany a viewing of

L

terest shifted at that time to a
love of caricature, some of
which the gallery had on display, His sensual lines and cubist beginnings were apparent,
and it was only four years later
when "a profound evolution"
took place within him, for
Amadeo discovered Cezanne.
At that point his spirit took off,
absorbing everything of artand
culture around him. The ballet,
Eastern art, African sculpture,
and symbolism: Amadeo was
affected by all of it. He was a
friend with various great artists,
such as Modigliani, and in contact with Picasso, Picabia, and
Diego Rivera. His caricatures,
sketches, and paintings held our
attention for quite a while. Each
painting was a kind of mystery
that Amadeo dared you to interpret. At first, making out the
form and substance in the cubist paintings was difficult.
Without the placards beside

safetyofficers
officers ofor-yes
•yes-"
Campus Safety
teryear. are currently being
phased out in favor of a more
rigorous and academically conscious security personnel. It
would seem self-evident that
the safety of the campus should
not be of any greater import to
this body than the health and
well-being of our buildings,
shrubbery, or pedestrians. It is
rather the establishment which
merits attention from these new
school safety officers. This is an
institution of higher learning
and the days of over-paid, under-worked lollygaggers disguised as authority figures are,
1 am proud to say, on their way
out. The new S.S. officers are a
welcome change, and provide
the long-awaited means for
stamping out the crude and plebeian habit of alcohol consumption that feasts upon this
community like a cancer. Soon
call boxes will be installed at

A modest proposal- that is all.
Some of you may say that it is
too much too soon, but I can assure those of you who will find
cause to doubt in the most benign invitations that I suggest
nothing that the future does not
hold already. For three years 1
have waited for a change, waited
for our venerable leader's Master Plan to take hold of our hallowed campus and lift it to that
higher plane, return it to its
natural station as the Utopian
fellowship that it once was. And
whilst I shudder to think that I
may be thought impatient, a
brutish oaf blind to the finer intricacies of such a noble endeavor, three years is a long time
to wait.. ' '
v.i
I have watched as already
congested dining halls have beeluded with dinner at the Hard come saturated to the point of
Rock Cafe (adjacent to the Ford anarchy, where the once unTheatre) compliments of the
college. We were on the road
Brothers and sisters, I urge you: if you know
and headed back at seven iri the
a
Freshman who lacks the proper student
evening. Everyone stayed awake
identification cards, turn them in immediately.
for the trip back until well.past
midnight, with conversations
ranging from physics to family, thinkable cheese onielet has be- every street corner, providing
and from genetics to computer come commonplace in the bit- upright citizens a direct line of
games. President Dobelle gave ter name of efficiency. I have communication with our officus the funds with which to ex- watched compatriots who rely ers. 24 hours a day will it then
pand our knowledge. Tereza and depend upon overdue li- be possible to report any and evNeves gave us the opportunity. brary notices and desperate in- ery half-witted denizen prancAnd the twenty-eight students vitations to Cleo functions as ing about in the wee hours of the
who went on this trip also gave their only source for bookmarks morning with an ungodly open
something; a solid example of and scrap paper be uprooted, container.
what an education at Trinity torn from their mailboxes and
Certainly at some point, the
College can provide and that is relocated to strange and foreign Master Plan will calf for and
making the most of an histori- aisles, feet, sometimes yards provide some form of detention
cal event for the college. Barely away. And I have watched with and torture center, but until
six weeks in existence, the watering eyes as friends and col- that point anyone suspected of
fledgling concept of a Portu- leagues night after night are consuming alcohol will be dealt
guese Club took off on the first forced to go home with ugly, with in an appropriate and
of what we hope will be many ugly women. My fellow stu- timely fashion.
opportunities for intellectual dents, the time for change is now.
Sadly and inevitably, it has
and cultural advancement.
Thankfully the first step has see FIVE YEAR on page nine
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Stop Blaming the Trustees: The Paradox of Midsession
"fi. BV MAI GODA
Features Writer

I woke up this morning and realized
that it was already Saturday, October
16. Midsession is coming to a close, and
I moan out loud to the thought of starting classes again on Monday. Yet I am
grateful for the nice little break I enjoyed this week. For me, Midsession
workload included watching movies,
going to a lecture, and a couple of short
papers here and there: significantly less
than the workload of my usual week.
Add to that sleeping in late and going
to the mall, and I was doing pretty
good.
Yet for a lot of students at Trinity College Midsession was all about work and
no play. "I have immense amounts of
work," Claire Bullock told me. One of
the many unlucky students with actual work todo over the Midsession, she
can't even think about studying for the
upcoming midterms because of all the
work she was assigned for this week. I
think Dave Rothman, a sophomore,
was true in stating: "Reading Week was
there to catch up on our reading- but
Midsession only adds more work to
catch up on."
Ah, everyone remembers Reading
Week. It seems like years ago when our
school gave us this wonderful week
where we had ample time to catch up
on our work and relax. But instead we
now have Midsession, a week of unfair
workloads and just a whole lot of confusion.
To quote a freshmen: "I don't know
what it used to be like, but what is the
point of Midsession?" Well, I don't
know the answer to that either. It is
apparent that student opinions are

torn over the issue concerning
Midsession. And I feel that our opinion is especially crucial now, with rumors saying that the college is getting
rid of Reading Week/Midsession all
together next year.
On one hand we have students
bogged down with way too much work.
If they had to pick between Midsession
or no Midsession, they would rather do
away with the whole Midsession, and 1
don't blame them. If going to classes
one extra week meant less work, I
would also do away with Midsession
and all it's "Midsession work".
Yet there are people like me, lucky
enough to have sympathetic professors- hence moderate amounts of work.
Having to go watch a movie three
nights in a row for one of my classes
was the definitive reason I stayed on
campus. Yes, I could have gone home
after those three nights but by half way
through the week, I had no motivation
to drive home. So I ended up staying
on campus the whole of Midsession.
Other students like me with moderate amounts of work and activities are
a rare kind: we were able to accomplish
the goal of Midsession. We remained
on campus, yet without any ridiculous
amounts of work. The school is happy
because we stayed, and we're happy
because we watched movies and relaxed. Therefore, my vote goes to keeping Midsession alive.
And then there are those students
who took off at the first sight of not
having any classes. Forget about having overwhelming amounts of work!
Without any significant amount of
work, nor movies and lectures to bind
them to the campus, these students
were out of Trinity faster than if I had
yelled "FIRE"!

It seems to me that it is exactly these
students who are at the heart of the
problem. They are the reason reading
week was replaced by bombardment of
innocent students with tremendous
amounts of work. They are the reasons
why we now have a paradoxical
Midsession where students are prevented by their own school to catch up
on their work and study for exams. Yet
there are still students who get off scotfree and take off.
So now there are rumors that
Midsession will be gone next year. This
punishes the rule abiding students
with moderate amounts of work, who
stayed on campus. Is this fair? No. It is
not fair to those students with work to
keep giving them work, nor is it fair to
take Midsession away from students

who can sincerely benefit from them.
I would have liked to get the opinions
of students who left for Midsession, but
I couldn't catch them before they took
off.
I can't help but think that there must
be a medium between the two radical
choices of having a paradoxical
Midsession and no Midsession at all.
And maybe there is even a way to let
students leave without screwing over
those students who are made to stay, or
chooses to stay.
I would like to end this article with a
quote from John Morley: "Reading
Week is not a sham that other schools
think it is". To make this statement
true, whether we call it reading week
or Midsession, we all need to come up
with a better system.

Midsession Fun at
the Bowl-O-Rama
BRIAN NANOS
Features Writer

Midsession was really fun for me. I
was stuck on campus with tons of work,
but every night was a fun, relaxing break
from work that had been promised. One
would think that an entire week being
stuck on the same campus with nothing
to do would have been really boring.
Lucky for us, the powers that be
planned a whole bunch of activities to
keep us occupied. They were nice
enough to have planned musical performances, parties, and even trips to go
bowling. However, after all the planning
i
l
d
"rockin1 good time," someone forgot to
enact any of these plans.
The plans of what was going to happen during reading week were laid out
in a pamphlet entitled "Midsession Happenings." The problem with "Midsession
Happenings" is that most of them didn't

from Mather every hour, and then it
would go to a bowling alley. (What an
idiot 1 am!) I guess what a college education teaches you is that pamphlets like
this one actually mean that there will
be no one at all outside of Mather for the
entire night. Or, maybe the bus driver decided that just driving back and forth to
the bowling alley was boring, so he took
off to drive around Hartford. Maybe he
just got lost.
So, intent on going bowling, my
friends and I flagged down the next vehicle that we saw, which happened to be
a campus safety van, and asked the
driver exactly how we were going to get
to the bowling alley. This was not a good
idea, because in arecenttop-secretmeeting campus safety decided that the best
thing to do for the safety of the campus
was to stop giving anyone rides anywhere. You can't have a safe campus if
people are free to leave whenever they
feel like it. Of course, they never told anyone this decision. Instead, they decided

"Anything @ the Barn" is this great activity where the
entire room is completely dark and no one is in it

A Kids on the Block Program on

CHILD ABUSE
Learn Bunraku Puppetry
and teach children about
child abuse and personal safety.
Call now to join
our training!
1-800-CHILDREN
Connecticut Center for Prevention of Chid Abuse

happen.
For example, in "Midsession Happenings" is says that there should have been
something called "Anything @ the
Barn" at "9:00 PM" at "Vernon Place Social Center." (These are exact quotes,
people!) When I went to "the Barn" that
night, I found that "Anything @ the
Barn" is this great activity where the
entire room is completely dark and no
one is in it. We should have more activities like that one.
This same pamphlet said, "Bowling @
Bowl-O-Rama (Shuttle will leave
Mather Campus Center every hour on
the hour until 12:00 am)." Being the naive freshman that I am, 1 assumed that
what the flier meant was that there
would be a bus,, and it would be leaving

that it would be best just to laugh at everyone when they got to tell him that no,
they won't be giving him a ride to the
bus station, and no, they didn't care that
he is going to miss the bus, even if this is
his last chance to make it home before
his family moves to Kathmandu without him.
'• .;'.;>:••••/ ' . >
OK, so maybe midsession wasn't that
fun. Maybe there wasn't that much to
do. And maybe, next time we have
Midsession, we should all plan a way. to
escape the campus. So, do whatever you
can to make sure that next midsession
you will not be stuck here with nothing
do to. And once you get out, if we see a
bus driving around,Hartford with a
driver who seems to be lost, please direct him to the bowling alley.

Five Year Plan For Freshman
continued from page eight
long been known that Freshmen have a
vile and incurable lust for the drug. To
help expedite the process of cleansing
our campus, we must all join together
and persevere in their identification.
Brothers and sisters, 1 urge you: if you
know or think you know a Freshman
who lacks the proper student identification cards, turn them in immediately.
They may be in your classes. They maybe your neighbors. They may even be
your roommates. And though they may
not be drinking now, they will be. It is
your duty to the College to report them

and to stop their misguided and destructive behavior before it has a chance to begin.
,
With your help, we can save them
from themselves and help them to become productive members of our society-Reported Freshmen will be rounded
up and put to work in the construction
of dormitories, sandwiches, and mortar
casings. And 1 for one am hungry. So fear
not; this proud, historic plot of earth we
call a campus will one day be lifted from
the dirty mud of contamination and into
the light of drier ground. It's all a partof
the.Master Plan.

Der Uberkollum:nastyGoing
Home
sports fans and, yes, even the
***-
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mummers. It is in thiese notions which
Features Editor
now form my cultural identity. For
those of you who don't know, the mumAs 1 find myself rapidly approaching mers are a group of people who, somethe end of my college career, it seems that time during the year, find the whiskey in
each successice midsession brings with them to make costumes and do a sort of
it new feelings about (rapidly becoming organized drunken shuffle through
less and less) my homeland, Philadel- Philly on new year's day. Almost imposphia. This, reading week, despite the sible to describe if you've never seen it,
combined efforts of my professors, I be- the mummer's strut, or the physical act
came James Bond, and slipped through of mumming, can only be described as a
the cracks again (though the image was sort of electric slide after tequila shots.
thouroughly spoiled by the $600 car For anyone who's taken a few to many
which 1 was driving). There is a certain of those rowdy mexicans, the picture
point when, during the car or bus ride might be coming into (or out of) focus.
One might be concerned for my sanhome, it becomes apparent that you are
indeed arriving in Philadelphia. There ity, given trfat my cultural identity is
is a time when you crest a particular hill now linked to a parade completely unin 195 south and you can faintly see the known to the outside (civilized) world,
skyline. 95.7's jammin' gold comes in but 1 now find it much more comfortable
crystal clear, and Chacka Kahn tell you, to finally have something static by
in her own special way, that you are, in- which I judge my identity. When I was
a younger, less analytical version of mydeed, in Philadelphia.
self
today, my father related to me what
As previously mentioned, each suca
shame
it was that the youth are largely
cessive time this ocurs brings with it a
dynamic mix of emotions. What once incapable of adopting the knowledge of
meant a respite from the cruel and harsh their parents— that they were destined
world of Trinity comes to mean, more to make the same mistakes that have
and more as time goes on, a reversion to been made in the generations before.
a place which is home only in as much More and more it seems that my father,
as it is the backdrop for my childhood much to my chagrin, has been proven
memories. The friends that never left right through the passage of time, and I
also seem like more of a when than a find myslef becoming an unwilling
who, connected to me only by the notion participant in a life which now seems
of what we, as a group, once meant to more cyclycal than linear.
each other.
Mabye I will never be able to go home.
Rather, what seems to draw me to Mabye the incessant change which
Philadelphia is not the specific, evolving seems to characterize my life of late will
people with whom 1 share friendship, never subside. It just seems that my level
but, rather, the things immutable. I find of hapiness in this college is becoming
myself reminiscing more and more directly porportionate to my ability to
about the few aspects of my hometown accept what is and what shall be, rather
which will not change anytime in the than what was, though there will always
near future. I look forward to the skyline, be a special place in my heart for the
to the cheesteaks, to the hoagies (not mummers and the ugly cousin of the
hk
d
V d s , subs ot Yie.toes\ d,own.righ.t
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Mongolians
Mystical Tauol
ARIES

LlbRA
5E.PT25-OCT22
Everyone born under the sign of the
scales knows the importance of balance. You studied hard over Reading
Week and made the Trustees proud.
Time to balance the brain strain with a
little physical exercise - there's a booty
call in your immediate future. Enjoy!

MAR 21 -APR

Four ribbons in a field on a summer's
day mean it's time for the Rams to go
out and play. Your creativity shines as
your inhibitions disappear and you rediscover the comforts of prosperity.
This is also an excellent time to redecorate or move, if you are so inclined.
;

SCORflO
OCT25-NOV21

N

TAURUS

-™-- /J

APR 2 0 - MAY 2O

Passionate Scorpions could learn a
wise lesson from their Libran cousins:
there are at least two sides to every
story. You may be upset, but a time-out
will do you a world of good and help
you see the whole picture. Get out your
blankie, share the milk and cookies,
and discover the joys of compromise.

Have you been wondering whatever
happened to all those people you used
to know? If so, now is a great time to
get on the web and look up long lost
friends and family. The cards are also
momentarily favorable for reconciliations, so if you've been feuding, reach
out and make peace instead.

SAGITTARIUS"

GEMINI

MAY 21 -JUN2O
NOV22-DE.C2I
Finally
gotten
a taste of your own variYou were one of those lucky people
who put their Reading Week to good able personality on your own plate? So
use. Whether you took time off to go called friends not being quite so
hang in the city or you slept late and friendly? The time comes when we
lived in the library, the result is the must all learn to depend on ourselves
energy you feel now. You've recon- and this is your 15 minutes of fame.
nected the spiritual with the physical Banish your negative thoughts and
and your recharged outlook will help prove them to be the lesser for their
you accomplish great things this week. disregard of you.
CAPRICORN

CANCER

DEC22-JAN I?
In trouble again? You're going to have
to suck it up and go face whoever
you've pissed off this time,

JUN21 -JUL.22
The formidable emotional battlefield
of love can become a warm beach if

though

Ginger, Roy & Others

By Ed Canty

"ACROSS

11

1 Uses a scythe
5 Nursery rhyme Jack
10 Fret
14 Pavarotti specialty
15 Chevy for one
16 Colombian Town
17Mlcrobrewer'srteed
18 Ruth's record
breaker
20 No exceptions
21 Clever
22 Obliterate •

23 Stallone tough guy
26 Child's protective soc.
27 Reprimands
29 Tranquil
33 A boring tool

47

41

58 Sea bird
59 Fire engine attachments
60 Yeats' Ireland
61 Fortuneteller
62 Maine sight

63 Man, e.g.
DOWN
1
mla!
2 Tough exam
3 American humorist

4 Coll. entrance exam

13

49

54
34 Serious play
35 Genetic materlafcabbr 91
36 Unobstructed
61
37 Canter & trot
38 Bottom lines
39 Contents of 46 Down
5 Scours
40 Quickie for a star
6 Type of finish
41 Actress Foster
42 Formed agatn
8 NYSE cousin
44 Blemished
9 Northwest, e.g.
45 Mocks
10 Rare
46 Body
11 Scarlett's home
47 Swiftly
12Yalegrads
50 Popular Pope name
13 Shrewd
51 Mobil product
19 Mohammed's birthplace
54 Sci-ii character
21 Military leaclenabbr

57 Vocalist Home

12

24 On the safe side
25 NATO's cousin
26Shrtver&Lee
27 Muslim calendar month
28 Pierre & Marie
29 Snooped
HO Children's TV star
31 Loosen the shoes

32 Emitted coherent radiation
34 Knights' wives
37 Ogle

By GFR Associates E-Mail: EDC9432@aol.com
Mail: GFR, P.O. Box 461, Scheaectady, NY 12301

38 Nelthers'partners
40 Frivolous prank
41 Jolts
43 Computer Intruder
44 Hair additive

46 Goodyear output
47 Lincoln 8. Vigoda
48100%
49 Adolescent bane
50 Miguel's moolah
52 Blue die

53 Lucid
55 Electrical unit
56 Sticky stuff

57 Oahu wreath
Quotflbla Quotq
"Everybody Is ignorant,
but only on different
subjects."
...Will Rogers

support, but take care to remember
that the most comfortable nest can become a cage if the freedom to leave is
denied. Relax and give those who love
you the chance to do so willingly.

AQUARIUS

LEO

JAN2O-TE.E. \8
They say it is the dawning of the Age
and the Sun is definitely shining on
you this week. Your troubles with be
overcome, your goals attained, and
your happiness complete. You are
blessed and inspiring to those around
you. Share the wealth and it will return seven-fold.

JUL2J-AUG22
Your love of attention and companionship is getting in the way of your work,
your health, and your spirit. You must
learn the lesson of saying no and learn
it well. Now is the time to close your
doors on the world and work in solitude. I promise that the parties will
still be there when you come out again.

TlSCES

VIRGO

FE.5 l<?-MAR2o"

AUG25-5E.PT 22

The swords of defeat and loss are in
your path and this shadow will get
much darker before the light comes
again. Remember, though, that experience and strength come from pain.
That which you gain from these trials
will serve you well in days to come.

O
O

B
A
M
A

A
M

Simple purity or glittering gold - the
choice is yours. Once again, your life resembles an Indiana Jones movie. Either
path will be an interesting road, but
think carefully about where you want
to end up before you set out. The destination often influences the wardrobe.
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Crossword 101

charged, you're going to have to keep
your wits about you to talk your way
out. Stay calm, be wary, and present
your side of the story. You may surprise even yourself.

•
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Blair Witch Scares Audience
With Terror Of The Unknown
f"<*

B Y LINCOLN

jr HE1NEMAN

Catch The Third Man at
Cinestudio this weekend. See
the fully restored version of
the original director's cut
fifty years after its release.
Showtimes are nightly October 20 through October 26 at
7:30 and weekend matinees at
2:30 PM.

Copy-Editor

Sit back and enjoy A Little
Noon Music in Garmany Hall
October 20 at 12:15 PM. Neal
Fitzpatrick will play a classical guitar program. Admission is free.

Don't miss An Evening
with Poet Adrienne Rich October 19 at 7:30 PM in Hamlin
Hall. There will be a reception and book signing at the
end of the evening.
Stop by Theaterworks and
see The Beauty Queen of
Leenane. This Tony Award
winning play, starring
Lucille Patton, will run from
October 22 through December 5. For tickets and other
information call (860) 5277838.

The Blair Witch Project is a
taut and engrossing horror film.
By now, just about everyone not
residing in a cave knows the
basic plot outline of the film: a
group of young filmmakers
venture into the Maryland wilderness in order to make a documentary about a supernatural
being who may or may not live
in these woods. A series of increasingly disturbing and unusual occurrences happen to
them as their disbelief in the
witch legend turns to terrified
faith in the supernatural.
The entire film is billed as
footage that was found a few
years after the disappearance of
the filmmakers. This framing
device is a stroke of genius, since
it gives an aura of reality to the
film.
This aura is vital during some
segments of the film; without it,
much of the movie would be
absurd because of its implausibility. This framing device
makes it easier to at least partially suspend disbelief.
Two types of film are used: the
black and white stock on which
the movie within the movie is
being filmed and the color
hand-held camera that one of
the characters uses to record a
souvenir of the making of the
"documentary" Both of these

types of film are nicely consistent with The Blair Witch
Project's storyline, and as such,
aid to the authenticity of the
story.
What makes TheBlairWitch
Project such a commendable
film is its unconventional
means for producing terror in
its audience. Instead of relying
on expensive and often tedious
special effects to produce its
chills, it thrills the audience
with what is not shown.
The film's footage does not
include any witch or other supernatural apparition, but instead focuses on the characters'
reactions to the awful things
they see.
The film forces the viewer to
use his or her own imagination
to conjure up what is so terrifying, assuming that whatever
horrible things haunt the
audience's psyches are much
scarier than anything they
could artificially produce.
While this is a convincing
horror film, it is not without its
problems. While it is certainly
encouraging if this film sparks
a renaissance of well-crafted
horror films, its inherent drawbacks cannot be ignored.
The major problem with the
film is its reliance on the anguished screams of its characters to produce some of the
tension. All of this screaming
and yelling becomes somewhat
tedious towards the end of the
film, as it increases in both fre-

quency and volume.
What the directors seem to
have forgotten is that the intensity of the earlier scenes was not
accomplished by incessant
screaming, but by the eerie and
foreboding silence that was
present throughout the film.
Indeed, the sound editors
could have taken a cue from the
film's cinematographers and let
us hear a minimum of screaming.
By making the unknown, unseen, and unheard much more
terrifying than what we can
identify and dismiss, the film
would have been much more
frightening.
It is fitting that such a rebirth
in the horror film industry
would occur now, with the recent death of George C. Scott.
Scott was an actor in many
films of several different types.
One of his films was The
Changeling, a unique horror
film which, in the same vein as
The Blair Witch Project, frightened and thrilled the audience
with the unknown.
One of the most terrifying
scenes in The Changeling is the
sight of a small red rubber ball
bouncing down a staircase. The
scariest scene in Blair Witch is
a man standing in a corner with
his back to the camera. These
two things are innocuous in and
of themselves. However, when
they are utilized correctly by a
good director, they become instruments of terror.

"Out,
out,
damned
spot."
MURDER, MADNESS AND LADY MACBETH, a humorous and startling solo performance, is
the double-telling of Lady Macbeth's story in counterpoint to a modern-day actress1 struggle
with an abusive relationship. An East Coast Artists' Production written and performed by
Rebecca Ortese, and directed by Michele Minrnck."
Austin Arts Center ~ Garmany Hall
Friday and Saturday, October 22 & 23 at 8pm
FREE with Trinity LP. (860) 297-2199
www.trincoll.edu/~aac
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Trinity's Chapel Vibrates With Music of John Rose
The last piece before the intermission
was Cesar Franck's Piece Heroiquc. This
Arts Editor
amazing piece, reminiscent of a silent
film score, took the listener along on the
"hero's journey." The menacing villain,
Those who missed organist John Rose
the triumphant hero and his journey
play in Trinity's chapel this Sunday truly
could all be heard in this piece of music.
missed a delightful performance. Not
After a brief intermission, which alonly was the program varied and interlowed time for the audience to peruse
esting, but Rose's playing was wonderful
and purchase the various CDs that Rose's
and the atmosphere was tremendous.
work is featured on, Rose played Louis
John Rose has performed all over the
Vierne's Symphonie 111, op. 28. Rose
United States as well as in various other
noted that Vierne is able to evoke symlocations around the world. He has been
phony-like characteristics by using the
Trinity's organist and Director of Chapel
many different sounds available to him
Music since 1977. Nine years prior to
on the organ.
coming to Trinity College, Rose was the
As Rose progressed through the many
organist and Music Director at Sacred
movements of the symphony, the audiHeart Cathedral Basilica in Newark,
ence was transported to turn of the cenNew Jersey.
PHOTO COURTESY OF JOHN ROSE
tury Notre Dame, where Vierne was an
Talent and music aside, there is really Organist John Rose in front of the Trinity College Chapel.
organist during the years from 1900nothing like an organ performance. The
Rose also described the third piece of 1937. The different movements all
chapel rumbled, shopk, and vibrated took his seat at the organ. He began the
his performance, Adagio for Strings by showcased Rose's phenomenal musical
with the full, rich chords. The pews concert with Fanfare by John Cook.
moved underneath the audience as they
The piece is appropriately named; it is Samuel Barber and arranged by William ability.
listened in awe and the sound of the or- a triumphant fanfare, loud, magnificent Strickland, as having a "seamless, eternal
The small, but very enthusiastic, augan spread throughout every cavity of and regal. Rose immediately took com- sense of continuation." Rose exhibited dience, gave Rose a standing ovation at
the chapel.
mand of the keyboard and left the audi- the strength of Strickland's adaptation the end of the symphony. The applause
with his seamless and flawless playing. was so overwhelming that one would
Both the sheer sound and power of this ence spellbound.
The haunting melody started quietly have thought that every pew in the
and slowly mounted to a grand sound chapel was full.
This was an example of choregraphy, dexterity and
that resonated throughout the chapel.
Because the audience was so supportmusical abiltiy at it's best.
These two pieces went quite smoothly, ive and "the weather was so nice," Rose
despite the fact that Rose's wireless mi- treated the audience and ended the
BY A M Y BUCHNER

massive instrument and the coordination necessary to make it play are incredible.
It is impossible to know how Rose so
effortlessly plays three keyboards while
managing to press pedals and buttons,
pull levers and watch the music and nod
his head to the page-turner. This was an
example of chorography, dexterity, and
musical ability at its best.
The small, but eager, audience was released from anticipation when Rose
d
gracefully

After the Fanfare, Rose greeted the audience on microphone from the choir
loft and began to tell them a few words
about the next pieces he would be playing.
Reflections on Southern Hymn Junes
by Louis White was a gift to him from a
former professor. The southern hymns
were beautiful, especially the opening
rendition of My Shepherd Will Supply
My Need. Rose's playing was soft and
spiritual, in tune with the feeling of the
piece,
. . .
,
v,,,..

Fern Davye Performs Poetry
BY MATTHEW CUSHING

Arts Writer

in the poem, causing them to squirm uncomfortably in their seats. She later confessed that she loves reading that poem,
because the intense eroticism of it always makes her audience uncomfortable.
Carrying as many as five-hundred
poems with her to each reading, Davye
spontaneously decides which poems to
read through a combination of audience
reaction and her own moods. At the
Boyer Auditorium, she read poems by
Pablo Neruda, Elizabeth Bishop,
Fransisco Alacorn, and Adrienne Rich
among many others.
Her reading of two of Pablo Neruda's
love sonnets was very popular, and upon
their completion several audience members jumped up and immediately asked
how they could get their hands on these
poems. .
Davye later told her listeners that she
has all on&hundred of Neruda's love sonnets memorized.
The event was cosponsored by The
Office of Special Academic Programs,
The Sociology Department, The Theatre
" and Dance Department, arid The

"Let's pretend you are all dinner guests
at my cottage in the woods," Fern Davye
announced after seeing the small turnout for her poetry reading at the Life Science Center's Boyer Auditorium on
Friday night.
Davye used the intimacy of the setting
to answer many questions from the audience, and engage in discussions of the
poems she read. The aura she created
capitalized on the emptiness of the auditorium, which consisted of a handful
of IDP students and a couple of faculty
:
members.
Davye's unique and unrelenting performance was a mixture of reading and
theatrics.- It was sometimes deeply sorrowful, sometimes intensely angry, and
sometimes overtly sexualf but always
emotionally charged.
Traveling around the country, reading an eclectic batch of contemporary
international, poems that span from
Belgrade to Buenos Aires; Davye describes her work as "performing poems W o m e n ' s C e n t e r .
•,••''
• • ~-\
•
that lift right off the page. My work ex- •• The small turnout for the event was
ists at that moment where music and attributed to its Friday night staging and
language come together." She incorpo- lack of publicity. But it still was a
rates singing, facial and bodily gestures, charged and unique display, and a rare
and dancing into her act. '
opportunity to see contemporary poems
Friday night's performance began in performance at Trinity.
with her reciting an Adrienne Rich • Traveling over 250'days a year, Davye
poem through song, screams, body lan- is a self-described troubadour.'"Poetry to
me is not a career, but a way of life," she
guage, and humor.
•
Borrowing from Rich, Davye said her told her Friday night audience. In addimission in performing is to "turn pulsa- tion to bringing her poems to colleges
tions into images for the relief of your across the nation; Davye also guest lecbody and the reconstruction of your tures in graduate poetry classes, and
reads poems on-air for National Public
mind."
During a poem by Barbara Kihgslover, Radio.
the performer flaunted her sexuality by
She concluded her performance by
swinging her hips and touching herself commenting that she would like to resuggestively. The atmosphere was so in- turn to Trinity for another readingin the
timate that Davye stared at audience future, but hopefully with a larger audimembers during long dramatic pauses ence next time.

The applause was so overwhelming that one would
have thought that every pew in the chapel was full
crophone was picking up sound from a
wedding in the Smith House.
Luckily, there were members of the
audience familiar with the Chapel's
sound system who helped turn off the
microphone and let the audience get
back to the business at hand, enjoying

afternoon's program with an encore performance of Bach.
John Rose's performance is the first in
this year's Trinity College Chapel Organ
Series. Janice Beck will perform next on
Novem her 7 at 3 PM.

TOAD'S PLACE

:;;; ^:! • TOAD'SPLACE-ANewHaven Landmarkirithebeartof Yale 3 ;:
:!•;: ::
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Oct. 4

From the ROOTS: H A n Z f c L+The Executioners

Oct. 5.

GEORGE CLINTON &THEPRMAU.$TARS

Oct. 7

STEVE MORSE BAND + Misconception, St. Tone

Oct. 8

SHAKEDOWN + Rearview, Paradise Vendors, Mokljam

Oct. 13

An Evening witnW Zeppelin's J O H N P A U L J O N E S

Oct. 14

BUJU BANTON &BERES HAMMOND

Oct. 15

MIGHTY PURPLE + Psychedelic Breakfast

Oct. 17 ,

MACYQRAY

Oct. 18

S Q U E E Z E fJiilia-Dariing.Nick Harper

Oct. 21

THE SMITHEREENS + Simp Jim,The Flames

Oct. 22

Oct. 25
Oct. 26

'•

RIDERS ONTHE STORM + The fircury Seed, Seahorz, Splice

SHANNON CURFMAN+Sweeter Than Wine
KY-MANI MARLEYuavaska,Holy Smoke

Oct. 29

TYPE 0 NEGATIVE +Puya
THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS

Oct. 31

WPLR'S KOOKS & SPOOKS CONVENTION

Oct. 28

EVERY SATURDAY: THE ORIGINAL SATURDAY NIGHT DANCE PARTY
•;,. EVERY WEDNESDAY: DANCE PARTY FREE ADM. C0UR5F11T
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You Just Can't
Ruin Star Wars
the first to put in enough effort
to get it right on the first try. In
Sen/or Editor
some ways, people find the motivations behind the story's creStar Wars. As a title it is pretty ator as inspirational as the films
unimaginative. Break it in half he created.
and you have masses of incanLucas had already met with
descent gasses and possibly the success in American Graffiti in
lowpoint and potential down- 1975. This film had made him a
fall of human social evolution. good deal of money personally,
Somewhere in between those and he has said that it was his
letters, in the tiny space be- love of movie making that led
tween these four letter words, him to create Star Wars. He
V * . ._
HA
more than a world was created- must have loved movies a great Liam Neeson, Jake Lloyd, Ewan McGregor, and C-3PO in Star Wars: Episode (-The Phantom
-an entire galaxy of worlds that deal, for to truthfully create his Menace.
has somehow enchanted people vision required leaping techni- more people in Stormtrooper galactic evil empire, not even an Death-Star; Leia, Chewbacca
all over the world.
cal innovation in sound and uniforms than were actually in intergalactic evil Good-Humor and Han Solo down on the surYou can call it childish; you imagery, not to mention a good the movie. What the hell is go- man. So one could expect the face of Endor trying to take
can call it make-believe; you can deal of his own money. For the ing on? All 1 can say is nothing ties between Anakin and what- down the shield generator; and
call them fanatics and losers. It film Lucas founded two compa- compared to what would hap- ever opposes him to be rather Luke, Vader and the Emperor in
doesn't matter because you can nies, Skywalker Sound and In- pen forlhthe half a year before general, perhaps like the little the throne room staging a congirl in Aliens. What seems to frontation between the Jedi and
always call it business. dustrial Light and Magic, both May 19 1999.
have disappointed people is that the Sith. It had been set up beauof
whom
have
won
many
The
release
of
Episode
I:
The
$2,631,600,000 on movie tickets
alone for the four films. What in awards for their work. This was Phantom Menace was in some Lucas has created a movie that tifully and woven from one
ways good practice in case the is dependent on a six-year old scene to the next every thirty
no mythical undertaking.
the world is in these movies?
world is going to end December child to move it along. Almost seconds until all three were
Lucas
directed
and
produced
It isn't a mystery why Star
51
Wars is so popular. The wonder the film himself, calling it a 31 . Possibly the biggest sur- every complaint about this crashing together in a grand fiprise
in the existence of our movie is centered on this one nale.
isn't that it didn't do anything simple space-western while reThis style had been done to
in particular better than other inventing both genres at the planet is that the world contin- fact. The Pod-racing scene was
films. It is that it did everything same time. The film not only ued to turn after the release of too long and took too long to an extent all throughout the seat once better than anyone ever. made a great deal of money but this movie. The cliched, if not setup. That was because the ries and it was expected to conLook at the original film. You won critical acclaim and cur- telltale, signs of Armageddon movie needs you to understand tinue in this new film. Continue
have one part drama, one part rently sits very high on the best were all present. Thousands of why it's important. Anakin's it did, but it lacked effect beswashbucking, one part adoles- movies of all-time list compiled strange colored flashlights, lines don't fit into what a Star cause the other movies had
Wars script should be. Realities more significant and undercent romance, one part dog- last year by the American people wearing all sorts of
are very different for children. standable events in these short
celebratory
fancy
outfits,
the
fighting. It may have been a Movie Academy. The profesjar-Jar Binks is so annoying I
mystery as to why no one sional acknowledgment for Star upcrop of strange religions don't care that his character scenes. The Phantom Menace
complete
with
splinter
factions,
only had these on occasion with
thought of this before. To an ex- Wars that he had received for
people quitting their jobs, living borders on racism.
the cuts leaving the audience
on the sidewalks and collecting
wondering, honestly, why they
This
one
1
am
reluctant
to
exIt isn't a mystery why Star Wars is so
essentials such as food, water plain. I don't see that much dif- should care. For example, Darth
popular...You have one part drama, one and plastic action figures.
ference between him and C-3P0 Ma ul's pursuit and discovery of
hkkl
One
of
the
most
interesting
In
the original trilogy. Yes, his ' the Jedi on Tatboine created an
j
p
g
aspects
is
how
the
society
and
behavior is annoying (along urgency that the story was desh
romance, one part dog-fighting.
culture upon which Star Wars is with everything else he does). perately needing after the long
tent it had been done already. American Graffiti showed that based reacts in turn to the film. His purpose is clear. Lucas pod-racing sequence. Then he
Buck Rogers,
Battlestar Lucas had brought sci-fi out of Lucas' decision to make only wants to entertain children, but has a quick twenty second
the three prequels may have I think he is also aware of what battle with Qui-Gon before Gon
Galactica, Star Trek. Bringing it's darkened corner.
been
because he was concerned this kind of comic relief really leaps into his ship and flies
Jump forward twenty years
the idea of science fiction out of
that
the fervor of nine films does. A world of Sith lords and away. The sum of his entire purand
two
sequels
later.
The
world
the ranks of cultism was the
challenge. It required the com- is going nuts for the re-release of might find a way toexceed the gun battles, robot armies and suit isQui-Gon telling Obi-Wan
bination of the unknown and a a film that is two decades old. damage done by the Imperial people dying of starvation is not that 'this guy is good.' It
wouldn't have surprised me if
universal humanity in the The film's second, showing Death Star. In the meantime, it unusual. Placing a child in the
Obi-Wan had replied, "No kidwas
showtime.
middle
of
it
makes
it
unusually
script with technical innova- made 132 million dollars and
ding. Shouldn't you be down
bleak,
and
with
the
lush
backoutsold
all
but
two
other
films
One
of
the
more
interesting
tion for the screen.
there having a tiff of epic
drop
too
real
to
life
where
devdecisions by Lucas was to make
George Lucas just happened that year.
furiosity with him right now?"
astation
doesn't
take
place
on
a
the
three
prequels
to
Star
Wars
At most theaters there were
to love movie making and was
rather than three sequels. Part of planetwide scale. Jar-Jar acts as While we whine, there was also
this decision definitely had to sort of a distraction throughout too much dust.
do with the fact that much of the movie, much like he does for
No matter what happens, you
the story after Episode VI: Re- the trip past the sea monsters can't really ruin Star Wars,
turn ofthejedi has already been through the center of the planet. which seems to be what people
Without actually doing any- are afraid of. First of all, it bedetermined.
He instead decided tocapital- thing about it, his character bal- longs to Lucas anyway and he's,
ize on the popularity of one of ances out all the violence and not that stupid. Us older folk
the most famous villains in suffering that would otherwise must remember that our
movie history, Darth Vader, by make this a very dark movie. It memories of the toys and even
. investigating his past as Anakin still would be nice toseehimget the films in theaters are through
Skywalker, father of Luke. The eaten or something.
the eyes of children. If we are
original trilogy backs this up
Many people have said that. true fans we must think,'What
BY DEVIN PHARR

?l?|p^^

Live with British
students inthe very
center as a Registered
Visiting Student of
a medieval college
with university privileges.
Summer and graduate study
Washington International
Studies Council
214 Massachusetts Avenue, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002
Phone Number: (202) 547-3275
Free Telephone: (800) 323-WISC
Facimile: (202) 547-1470
E-mail: wisc@erols.com
www.studyabroad.com/wisc

What seems to have disappointed people is that Lucas has created
a movie that is dependent on a six-year old child to move it along.
with the intense focus and The Return of theje&i was the
mythical nature of the ' worst of the original Trilogy, I
Skywalker family. The concept think its a pretty good movie to
was tantalizingly revealed in have that kind, of superlative
one of the trailers that stated attached to it, but I understand.
"Every Saga has its beginning." The original Star Wars was an
For Star Wars it would begin amazing introductory advenfifty years before the events of ture and movie while the secthe 1977 movie with Anakin as ond film was just really fricking
cool. What 1 feel everyone ala little boy.
Then the script got a little ways misses is the climactic end
rocky. The problem of having to the film, which is masterful
Anakin as a good little boy is moviemaking.
At the end of Return of the
that in our world the arch-nemeses of children are hyper-de- Jedi, you have the major charveloped playground bullies acters spread over three differwho don't get enough attention . ent scenes: Lando and Ackbar
at home, certainly not an inter- making an assault on the

will make Star Wars more timeless and span generations - An
updated Star Wars of the past
for adults, or an entirely new
Star Wars for children?. Let the
movies try and work their
magic. If you feel an argument
still sits on your shoulders sit,
back and think how anxious,
good or bad, you are to see Episodes II and III. Meanwhile let
the movie drag you back into
the youthful spirit as you imagine space travel, lightsaber
fights, and whether Queen
Amidala will be sporting any of
Leia's outfit from her days in
Jabba's throne room.
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Urinal Shmurinal, Garbage Cans

Are Just More Fun.
AT was a little frightened this weekend
when we stumbled across a slightly inebriated gentleman happily relieving himself
into a Wheaton garbage can. When asked
why he thought that this was good idea he
responded without a trace of sarcasm,
"Dude, I just got laid." AT is not exactly certain how he saw the two events as being connected, other than his repeated use of the
same organ. AT usually likes a shower afterwards, but apparently that's not as standard
as we had thought.

It's Raining Panties!!!!
For those of you who were not keeping
as close of a count as AT this past weekend,
there was not one, but two different pairs
of panties noted abandoned around the
Cook arch. AT is, of course, always a fan of
both panty raids and public nudity, although we do wonder who wouldn't notice
the loss of their Victoria's Secret on the long
walk. Props must be given to those who decided to take their outdoor recreation into
dark corners though, both the plaque and
the Bishop have been showing very prominent signs of wear and tear recently. The
Cook arch is a bit of a strange choice though,
as was the placement of the black pair; on
top of one of the adjacent light fixtures. It
just goes to prove that the scent of used beer
is, in fact, damn sexy, and height, if not size,
does indeed cputvt.
,,, „....

Speeding Balls All Around Campus
This year's shooting has finally happened. The victims? The door to the Tripod,
and a Goodwin bathroom. Apparently,
some of Trinity's younger tourists got a hold
of some paintball guns this past week. Astoundingly, no damage was done, and the
paintball club was in no way involved. The
paintballs, for those of you who were wondering, are water soluble, and nontoxic
(which does not mean eat them). Campus
Safety quickly rounded up and disarmed the
ruffians, presumably hanging on to the
paint guns themselves. AT can only assume
that from now on drunken students will be
"tagged" as they stumble home so that the admissions office can more effectively study
the breeding and migration habits of the
Collegiate alcoholic (both crested and plain)
during the:mysterious Reading Week period. Biologists and Trustees everywhere eagerly await the result of the upcoming study.

Exorcism In Jones
As much as it pains AT to discuss the public display of bodily fluids (other than
peeing in garbage cans, that's just funny) we
felt that attention must be paid to the vomit
stain that remains prominently displayed
on the door of a first floor Jones Men's room.
Apparently, even though no freshmen drink
in their dorms, one of them was so sick that
he (we presume he, even though AT has often spotted soon to be walk of shamers
brushing their teeth in the same bathroom)
was unable to make to the toilet. In fact he
was unable to open the door. He was even
too sick to look down. So, weeks after the
event, a proud, explosive stain marks the
passage of one liquored up jackass in Jones.
We are perhaps being unfair, the projectile
vomit may have sprung from an evil demon
a la Linda Carter. If that is so, we certainly
hope that appropriate steps have already
been taken. Otherwise, AT will find your
door someday soon, jackass.
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Gothic Revival

A Little Noon Music

On October 20, at 5:15 PM, the Yale Center for British
Arts will host Michael McCarthy, Professor of the History of Art, from University College Dublin. Dr.
McCarthy will deliver the lecture The Origins ofGothic
Revival Revisited. The author of many articles and publications, Dr. McCarthy has recently published A Reassignment of the Portrait of Richard Pococe by
Jean-Etienne Liotart (Apollo, May 1996). For more information and directions, please contact Senja Foster,
Public Relations Manager at the Center at (203) 4322853.

On Wednesday, October 20, The Trinity Music Department presents Neal Fitzpatrick, Instructor in the
Private Lessons Program, in a classical guitar recital.The
performance will feature works by-Joan Tower and
Heitor Villa-Lobos. Fitzpatrick will perform at 12:15 PM
in Garmany Hall in Austin Arts Center. Admission is
free and no ticket is required.

How Does A City Celebrate?
The Charter Oak Cultural Center will present the
panel discussion The Cultural Issues in Hartford
Roundtable Series: How Does A City Celebrate? on
Thursday, October 28 at 5:00 PM. Audience members
can join in with expert panel members to discuss the
future of creating large-scale celebrations in the city of
Hartford. Among the issues to be discussed will be the
logistical and creative aspects of planning and implementing an event comparable to Trinidad Carnival or
New Orleans Mardi Gras. Admission is free. For more
information, please contact the Charter Oak Cultural
Center at (860) 249-1207.

Dem Blues...
Blues.siren Susan Tedeschi will perform at the University of Connecticut's Jorgensen Auditorium on Saturday, October 23 at 8 PM. Tedeschi's honky-tonk sound
blends with a soul inspired singing style that propelled
her most recent CD, Just Won't Burn to #2 on the
Bilboard blues chart. Her hit single "It Hurts So Bad" has
been described as "honest-to-God great" and "sexy and
satisfying as a night at heaven's drive-in." She has recently made an appearance on the Late Show with
David Letterman. Opening for Tedeschi will be Paul
Rishell and Annie Raines. Tickets range from $22 to $18,
with discounts available for students. For more information, call theJorgensen Box Office at (860) 486-4226,
or visit the Auditorium on the web at www.jorgensen.ctarts.com.

The Woodland Scholars Sing

British Pop Art
Dr. Thomas Crow of Yale University will present his
lecture, Varieties of Pop Art in Britain and America on
Wednesday, October 27 at 5:15 PM at the Yale Center for
British Art. Dr. Crow is the author of many publications
including Modern Art in the Common Culture: Essays.
Admission to the lecture is free. For more information,
call the Center at (203) 432-2800.

Chapel Happenings

On Sunday, October 24 at 4:00 PM, the Woodland
Concerts Series will present the Woodland Scholars,
Woodland's resident 16-voice professional vocal ensemble. Their sixth season will begin with a program
of music spanning the centuries, including a tribute to
Francis Poulenc, in honor of his 100th birthday. Also
featured will be John Tavener's The Village Wedding,
Frank Ferko's The Hildegard von Bingen Motets, Joe
Jennings' Where The Sun Will Never Go Down, and selected sacred songs of William Byrd. The concert will
be held at Immanuel Congregational Church, 10 Woodland Street, located at the corner of Woodland Street
and Farmington Avenue, Hartford. Tickets will be available for purchase at the door. General admission will
be $10, student admission, $7. For further information,
call the Woodland Concert Series at (860) 527-8121.

Wednesday, Oct. 20
12:00 PM:.

'

,onun Catholic Mass

Thursday, Oct. 21
:

6:30 PM - 730 PM:

Zen Meditation

Sunday, Oct. 10
5:00 PM;
7:00 PM:

'Tucker
* pe'rfo'f m" at*trie* Cdrmectf cut
Audubon Society on Friday, October 29 at 7:00 and 8:00
PM. The show will be in conjunction with the Halloween Enchanted Forest, preregistration is necessary. The
Audubon Society is located at 2325 Burr Street,
Fair field. For more information, call (203) 259-6305.

Roman Catholic Mass
Vespers

CINESTUDIO
THE THIRD MAN

Wed, Thu, Fri, Oct. 20,21,22 7:30 PM
Sat, Sun, Oct. 23,24
2:30, 7:30 PM
Mon,Tue,Oct.25,26
7:30 PM

(Britain/US, 1949) Directed by Carol Reed, Screenplay by Graham Greene. Cinematographer: Robert Krasker. Cast: Orson
Welles, Joseph Cotten, Alida Valli, Trevor Howard.
The film event of trie fall season is the fully restored new print of the original director's cut of The Third Man, 50 years
after its release. It's great to watch a legendary piece of cinema that's as fresh as ever, from its expressionistic camera angles
to its cynical ethos of betrayal. Joseph Cotten stars as an American writer searching the ruins of post-war Vienna for the
killer of his friend Harry Lime, played by Orson Welles. The Third Man, not surprisingly, belongs to Welles, who rewrote
his dialogue and directed many of his own scenes. The mysterious Harry Lime is a funhouse image of Welles himself:
egotistical, impossible to pin down, and pure genius. "I've seen it 50 times and it's still magic!" - Roger Ebert. 100 min.

OUTSIDE PROVIDENCE

Fri, Sat, Oct. 22,23

9:40 PM

(1999) Directed by Michael Corrente. Screenplay by Corrente, Peter Farrelly and Bobby Farrelly. Cast: Shawn Hatosy,
Alec Baldwin, Tommy Bone, Amy Smart.
The Farrelly brothers, of Something About Mary fame, have come up with a surprisingly serious new film, with all the
street smarts and laughs of their previous hit. Shawn Hatosy stars as a working class kid in a dead end neighborhood in
Rhode Island, surrounded by a bunch of friends whose mission statements (if they had them) would prominently feature
the words "getting high." When Shawn really screws up, he gets sent to a tony Connecticut prep school, where everything
is so different he might as well be on the moon. A funny and powerful coming-of-age tale, with Alec Baldwin giving an
Oscar-caliber performance as the boy's loutish-but-lovable father. 95 min.

BEDROOMS AND HALLWAYS

Wed,Oct27

8:00 PM

(Britain, 1999) Directed by Rose Troche. Screenplay by Robert Farrar. Cast: Kevin McKidd, Tom Hollander, Jennifer Ehle
Simon Callow, James Purefoy.
Cinestudio presents the Hartford Premiere of a new film by Rose Troche, who put hip young lesbians on the cinematic
map in Go Fish. Bedrooms and Hallways joins a more ambi-sexual group of friends in bohemian London. Leo and Darren
are flatmates, each with a different problem: Darren's real estate agent boyfriend will only make love in empty houses;
and Leo has the hots for a straight Irishman in his men's consciousness-raising group. The laughs are infectious - especially when the men's group, led by Shakespeare in Love's Simon Callow, goes to the wilderness for a night of drumming
and foraging for food... "a giddy comedy of erotic mariners" - Stephen Holden, New York Times. 96 min.
Compiled by Christine McCarthy UcUbrris
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ART
The French Lieutenant's Woman

Applications for the 2000 Evelyn Preston Music series are now available. For applications or information
about the series please write to the Director of Cultural
Affairs, 2 Holcomb Street, Hartford, CT, 06112, or call
(860) 543-8874. Completed applications must be returned to the Cultural Affairs Division by Friday, December 3,1999, no later than 4:00 PM.

Images from Egypt

From October 28 to October 31, Trinity College will
be hosting the Twelfth Annual Conference on the National Student Campaign Against Hunger and
Homelessness. The Conference will host several guest
speakers, including keynote speaker Jim Hightower, A
Hunger Banquet will be held as a demonstration of the
unequal distribution of food throughout the world. A
panel of current and former homeless people will
present "Faces of the Homeless," speaking on student
action against homelessness. The Conference will also
sponsor over eighty workshops dealing with such topics as public awareness of hunger and homelessness and*
organization of campus activities to raise awareness
and action. Registration for Trinity students and faculty
is only $5. For more information, please call x6213.

Victorian Life and Love
The Yale Center for British Art will be featuring an
extraordinary collection of the art of James Tissot
through November 28. The exhibit James Tissot Victorian Life/Modern Love, highlights Tissot's brilliant career and includes some preliminary sketches displayed
with the final works. The exhibit concludes with an interactive program showing of the progression of Tissot's
art. Admission to the museum is free. For more information, call the Yale Center for British Art at (203) 4322800.

AFIERHSS.
Wednesday, Oct. 20

Preston Music Series

Continuing its Fall Film Series, the Yale Center for
British Art will be screening Karel Reisz' The French
Lieutenant's Woman (127 minutes). The film, like all in
the series, has been selected to accompany the ongoing
exhibition James Tissot: Victorian Life/Modern Love.
The film will be shown both on Wednesday, October
20 at 6:45 PM and Saturday, October 23, at 2:00 PM.
Admission to the film and museum is free. For more
information, please call the Center at (203) 432-2800.

The Director's Gallery of Hartford presents their new
exhibit Out of the Pathless Sea ofSanddmages of Egypt,
featuring the photographs of Dorothy Bosch Keller. The
documentary photographs were taken during the past
nineteen years, which Keller spent in Egypt, studying
and documenting the everyday lives of Egyptians. A
public reception will be held in honor of the exhibition on Friday, October 22, between 4:30 and 6:30 PM
at the Director's Gallery, 2 Holcomb Street, 2nd floor,
Hartford. For any additional information, please call
(860)543-8874.
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Fight Hunger and Homelessness

7:30 PM - Latin & Spanish American Film
The film series continues with a showing
of BrinuindoEl Charco in McCook Auditorium. Admission is free. Call 297-4273 for
more information.

Thursday, Oct. 21
12:30 PM - Lunch Series at the Women's Center
Union Women at Trinity will be presented by Margo Guernsey, Organizer for
Local 217, and Ann Marie Rodney, Union
Steward and Bistro Worker. Please bring a
brown bag lunch; coffee, cookies & fruit
will be provided. For more information
about the series, please call the Women's
Center at x2408.
5:30 PM - Movies and Pizza!
"Rule of Thumb: Order of Protection" and
"Honoring Our Voices" will be screened at
the Women's Center, in Mather Hall. The
films will be sponsored by the Women's
Center.

Thursday, Oct. 28
Bradley Takes on Hartford
Ernestine Bradley will be representing Bill Bradley's
Presidential Campaign in Hartford from 3:30 to 5:30 PM
on October 22 at the Polish National House on 60 Charter Oak Street. Charter Oak Street is perpendicular to
Main Street, one block south of the federal Court House.
Everyone is invited. If you have any questions, please
contact Andrew Pearl at x3574.

12:30 PM-Lunch Series
What to Look For in a Quality Child Care
Center Discussion will be presented by
Toni Dolan of the Trinity College Community Child Care Center. Bring a brown
bag lunch; coffee, cookies & fruit will be
provided. Formore informationon theseries, please call the Women's Center at
x2408.

Poetry on a National Scale

New York Highs
The Studio 19 New Play Series will present New York
Highs on Thursday, October 28 at 4:15 and 8.00 PM, in
Studio 19 of Seabury Hall. The play was written by William Strouse '00 and is directed by Tracey Costa '00. It
is one in a continuing series which showcases new plays
written, directed, acted, and designed by students in
Professor Arthur Feinsod's play writing classes. Admisaonjjsfee^ktipkt,t.is reguired, Jtye,play ^sponsored
* the Department of Theater and Dance.

Poems are now being accepted for entry in
Sparrowgrass Poetry Forum's new Poetic Achievement
Awards poetry contest. Cash prizes totalling $1,000 will
be awarded, including a $500 grand prize. The contest
is free to enter. Poets may enter one poem only of 20
lines or fewer on any subject, in any style. The contest
will close November 30. Winners will be notified on
January 31,2000.Poems should be sent to Sparrowgrass
Poetry Forum, Dept. j , 609, Main St.,.PO Box 193,
Sistersville.WV 26175.
:' : V: /'•'""" •' ~' " '

CLASSIFIEDS
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!.

Students can earn

$375 to $575 weekly
processing/assembBing
medical I.IX cards
from yoier home.

Now PLAYING
Real Art Ways - 56 Arbor St.

Elm Theatre - New Britain Ave.

Times valid through October 19
General Admission: $6.00

Times valid through October 21
General Admission: $3.50
7:00,9:15 PM

Deep Blue Sea (R)
Star Wars: Episode I
The Phantom Menace (PG)

7:30 PM

Chinese Ghost Story (NR)
King of Masks (NR)
The Source (NR)

7:15 PM
2:30 PM
5:30 PM

Showcase Cinemas - Hartford Area
Buckland Hills
Times Valid through October 21
General Admission: $8.25
The Adventures of Elmo in Grouchland (G)
12:30,2:20,4:10,6:00 PM
American Beauty (R)
1:15,1:45,4:05,4:35,7:05,7:55,9:45,10:25 PM
Blue Streak (PG-13)
12:50,3:00,5:25,7:25,10:10 PM
. Double Jeopardy (R)
12:35,1:35,2:50,4:20,520,7:10,7:45,9:30,10:05 PM .
Drive Me Crazy (PG-13)
1:05,3:10,5:15,7:15,9:25 PM
Fight Club (R)
12:45,1:15,3:45,4:15,7:05,7:30,9:55,10:20 PM
For Love of the Game (PG-13)
8:00 PM . .
Random Hearts (R)
12:55,1:25,3:50,4:25,6:55,7:35,9:55,10:30 PM
The Sixth Sense (PG-13)
12:40,3:15,5:30,8:05,10:20 PM
The Story of Us (R)
1:00,3:10,5:20,7:40,9:55 PM
Superstar (PG-13).
1:10,3.05,5:10,7:40,9:40 PM
Three Kings (R)
1:20,1:40,4:15,4:40,7:20,7:50,10:00,10:15 PM

Experience
unnecessary...we train
you!
CallMedSCard
1 -541 -386-5290, ext.300

Silver Lane
Times valid through October 21
General Admission: $8.00
The Adventures of Elmo in Grouchland (G)
12:55,3:00,5:00 PM
Blue Streak (PG-13)
12:50,1:20,3:00,3:30,5:10,5:40,7:25,7:55,9:30,10:00 PM
Double Jeopardy (R)
1230,1:00,255,3:25,5:25,5:40,7:45,750,10:10,10:15 PM
Drive Me Crazy (PG-13)'
1:05,3:15,5:30*7:35*10:05
Fight Club (R) .
12:45,3:45,7:10,10:00 PM
.
In Too Deep (R)
12:30,2:30,4:35,7:10,9:35 PM
Random Hearts (R)
1:00,4:00,7:15,10:00 PM
The Sixth Sense (PG-13)
12:40,3:05,5:15,7:30,9:55 PM
' Stigmata (R)
1:45,4:30,7:05**, 9:30 PM • •
The Story of Us (R)
1:00,3:10,5:10,7:30,9:45 PM
Superstar (PG-13)
1:10,3:10,5:10,7:30,9:45 PM
Three Kings (R)
1:10,4:10,7:20,7:50,9:50,10:20 PM
•times valid 10/19 & 10/21 only
• •"timesvalldlO/20&10/21onty •• •

ACTNOWU!
Odlfortke>Besb
•Spring Break, Prices!
Aaxpulco,
Fforida} &, Mardigras.
RepsNeeded/
Travel Free) BuH'^tf
Viscountsfor 0+
Olil 1-800-838-8203
or visit otwtvtbdt&>

a
Large Cheese Pizza

$5.50

495 FarmingtonAvenue

deliveranywhere in Ifef Eurtfori or Eartfori

233-8888
Open 7 days a week - 11:00a.m. to 2:00 a.m.

Pick-up Only!
Use your darge card
for any deUvefy«»
(tlliiMiut)

We deliver slices andcigarettes

Medium 12* (8 slices)Thin Crust •Large 16" (8 slices) Thin Crust * X-Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust * Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Medium .
'
targe
X-Large
Sicilian.
Cheese
Veggie.....
Sgt Pepperoni SpecialAdditional Toppings

$ 7.50.......
...$10.00...
$10.50...;...........
$ .50.....

$ 9.85
'....$14.85
-......$15.85.....
...$ .1.00

$12.00
$13.00
$17.50........
:
$18.50.............$19.00..,., .:
.$20.00
$ 150...
.,.................;.$ 1.50

TOPPINGS: Pepperroni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, While, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, and Tomatoes.

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

- '

CALZONES

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mayo,
BBG sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup.

Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Ricotta, Mozzarella and Parmesan
cheeses, blended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinara sauce.

P t i y Cheese Steak

Calzone
each additional filling

.,...............$5.50

Philiy Cheese Steak w/Bacon....
$6.25
- PhiBy Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak
....,...;.... $7.45 APPETIZERS
Chicken Parmigiana
$5.15 Buffalo Tenders
EggptartPamwgiana ;; ::...:.:...^.:.,:,,;..^:^r.^.:-;^M^^ Chicken Fingers
Meaibad Parmigiana
$5.15
Veal Parmigiana
$5.15
Sausage Parmigiana
.'....™
$5.1*5
Ham, Salami, Cheese... ...,..„.,..,......,....,..„.,......, .,,..,.,$5.40"
Ham I Cheese.
.,*.: .»•.... $5.15
Turkey & Cheese
$5.15
Tuna & Cheese.....
.................,.....,........,....$5.15
Veggie & Cheese
$4.50
Pepperoni & Cheese
.....,.$5.40
Salami & Cheese..................
$4,90

Chicken Sandwich & Cheese
$5.65
Grilled Turkey, Bacon-a Cheese.........;........
...$6.00
ILT& Cheese „ „ . „ . , . . . . ,
,. ..............,.................$4.25
Grilled .Ham. &-Cheese «..„
.......,..$4.90
;

;;.•:•• •••v"V.

' DINNERS

-

*

-

served w/garlie bread w/cheese
* Lasagna * Manicotti • Ravioli • Stuffed Shells *
$6.30 (with Meat-$i .00 extra)

Mi pricestfonot include tax.
m m» urns

mm mm

Mozzarella Sticks

Onion Rings.....

...$ .50
.(8) for $5.75
.......

,

SALADS

Tossed Salad
Antipasto Salad....
Tuna Salad.. ;.....,....
Extra Dressing

.

• .. •
$4.05

.....$5.75
$5.75
$ ,50

DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Thousand Island, Italian, Fat Free Italian

Triple Chocolate Cake
S O D A S (one liter)
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea

;.......
.'

m mm B»m mmm
i.
1

m mm mm m m mm mm--m

!

.......„.„.......!..... ,..,..,...$310

French Fries......................................................................... $2.65 J L
Cheese Fries............
$3-70 w
Fried Dough
8 for $2.50 ±
Breadsticks............
•
8 .for $2.50 M
Garlic Bread
, $1.85 ik
Garlic Bread w/cheese
,...,
Chips....
•«.......„.,......„
$.

OUGHIFRIE Order of GARLIC BREAD j
J with Any Large Pizza Order'

FKEE LITER OF SODA
I with Any Large Pizza Order1.

$5.00
(7) for $4,75 ^ML

11.00 OFF
Any Medium Pizza

j

r I

iuuanit
4ttaiH£
WmKmm D M B R K

u\Mntt

^WTII^^ff

t,mJ§i

icilian Pizza

,,,$3,25 n
*
....$1.60 ™
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Cross-Country Welcomes And Defeats Visitors
The Trinity Men's and Women's Cross Country Team s Host NESCAC Competitors At Wickham Park
captain Kara Barbalunga (Dalton, MA)
finished fifth with a time of 21:01. An
Sports Writer
up and coming freshman to watch is
Kate Klein (Huntington, VT), who seAssistant Coach Davejewett'99 could cured an 8th place time of 21:34. Other
only be pleased and pleasantly surprised new harriers from Trinity were Sarah
with the results from the October 9th HackettCStonington, CT) at 22:27 and
Trinity Bantam Invite at the Bantam's Stephanie Wezowicz (Longmeadow,
home course at Wickham park. "We put MA) at 22:33, improving runners to
them through a tough training week... it watch later on in the season, as well as
was good to see people go out and run next year. Buzzy McLaughlin
with integrity. Although the competi- (Falmouth, MA) secured a 25th place for
tion wasn't the toughest, they ran harder the Lady Bants. While Vassar edged out
than we had expected due to how hard Trinity with 27 to 29, the next team (U.
we had worked everybody during the Mass-Boston) trailed far back with 96.
This past weekend the Bantams took
week."
And run hard they did, securing a first on some of the best cross-country teams
place for the men and a second place fin- in New England in the Franklin Park
ish for the women. Todd Markelz '01 re- Division I New England's. Said Senior
marked later on that "I was hurting and co-captain Adam Forkner, "Despite facsick that day at Wickham, but I've ing some of the toughest teams we'll
worked there a lot, I know the terrain... I compete against this season, I thought
own that course." And show proof of his we more than held our own, It may have
ownership he did, roaring across the line been a little disturbing for some of the
other teams to see blue and yellow
with a first-place time of 26:25.
Freshman guts-runner Jim Emord much farther up in the race than they
(Bridgewater, MA) crossed the line in the had anticipated."
Ryan Bak was the first runner to cross
third spot, with a strong time of 27:07.
Ryan Bak (Suffield, CT) flew into the the line in this race for the Harriers from
BY DAVID KYLE

impressively toughed it out to a 28:39.
Trinity's very own freshman Leeann
Rheaume didn't let the stiff competition
faze her, netting a well earned 19:49.
Sophomore Caroline Leary (19:50) celebrated her birthday that day by running
right on Rheaume's heels coming down
the homestretch. Teammate Kate Klein
ran well with a time of 20:34, and Captain Kara Barbalunga came in with a time
of 20:52.
Senior Megan Dunphy (Seattle, WA),
fighting off countless injuries, still managed to run a solid 21:19. Stephanie

Wezowicz crossed the line at 21:48, while
Senior Katherine Frank (Wyndmoor, PA)
at 22:46 and Buzzy McLaughlin at 22:54
both ran hard for Trinity in the Women's
open division. Frank remarked that, "The
women looked really good... they seemed
to hold their own in Division 1.1 was very
impressed."
Coach George Suitor was rumored to
say that the next two weeks would have
a higher intensity training regimen to
prepare the Bantams for the October
30th NESCAC's at Hamilton in upstate
New York.

Women's Tennis Improves To 6-2!

"/ knew 1 was having a great race but I had to gut it
out. I felt great about having a kick again. The extra
two miles whittled away at my kick but now I feel like
it's coming back"-Ryan Bak '03
chute a mere 10 seconds behind Emord, Hartford with a time of 25:48. Bak said,
trapping a 27:17. Following closely was "I knew I was having a great race, but I
senior co- captain David Kyle (Topsf ield, had to gut it out. I felt great about having a kick again. The extra two miles
MA) in the seventh spot, at 27:35.
That was when the Bantams soon whittled away at my kick, but now I feel
started to stack up in the finish chute like it's coming back."
faster than yesterday's newspapers- . Bak was speaking of the increase in
Freshman Ryan Lerner (Manchester, CT) mileage from high-school races (3.1
crossed thelin^wixti A time of 27.56, Se- mile) to,the five mile college race,.QJ,
nior Andrew Mal'ick (Piedmont, CA) got which the transition can be tough for
__^
is. folj..9,wed, by any new runner to the field. Markelz
Connecticut's own*Stewc7akley ('03) came in soon after (25:59), as did freshrunning 29:46 in 11th place. Also impres- manjim Emord (Bridgewater, MA), who
sive was the fact that Trinity's 12th run- must have been feeling his roots by racner, Matt Wong (Meriden, CT) finished ing in the Boston area, came home with
only 24th out of a large field, while other . a time of 26:10. Kyle and Learner folBantam runners, likejunior Steve Napier lowed with solid times of 26:28 and
(Blue Bell, PA) and Seniors Adam Forkner 26:48.
(Milton, MA), Adam Strogoff (Worcester,
But perhaps one of the most exiting
MA), and Ben Goss (York, ME) filled in events of the day for Trinity was Anthe gaps between Wong and Coakley. drew Malick's new personal record of
The Trinity Men's team beat out Vasser 26:56, slipping under the difficult 27:00
24 to 39.
minute barrier, and breaking his previOn the women's side, Freshman Lady ous PR by thirty seconds. Steve Coakley
Bantam Leann Rheaume (Pittsfield, MA) ran well with a time of 27:14, and Adam
tore up the field, finishing second over- Forkner, another Boston area man, ran
all with a solid time of 20:15. At 20:22 solidly with a time of 28:13. Freshman
Caroline Leary (Bedford, MA) tailed • Steve LeMarbre now off his calf injury
Rheaume by only 7 seconds, and Senior and onto a new knee injury, still ran and

Bouncing back: Womervs Tennis turns things around.

NATE CURTIS

KATE CURTIS

The Women's Tennis team finds a groove anil hits a winning streak.

Place your deposit for a
Princeton Review MCAT course
by October 31, 1999 and save

Courses Preparing for
the April 2000 MCAT:
Early Start Courses;

November 7,1999
on the full-course tuition!

Call Today!
800-2-REVIEW

Traditional Courses:

February 12,2000
THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

INTERNATIONA PROGRAMS
Buy State Kottd
Boston, MA O321S
(*l 7/353-9888
E-Mail
Visit our web i)ii£et • littl>i//www,bu..ed*»/abro*ld
equal opportunity, (tffirmativc act ton institution.
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Men's Soccer Dominates InThree Straight Victories
The Bantam Men Score Some Key Wins After A Shaky First Half Of TheSeason
pher Zoppi '02 tallied the other
goals, while Tom HambrickStowe '01 recorded yet another
shutout in the net. The final
score was a convincing 5-0.
Sandell's effort placed him
among the league leaders in
scoring, quite an accomplishment for a first-year player.
Kamale Davis '02, in the first
start of his career, gave an excellent defensive performance.
Trinity hosted state rival
Eastern Connecticut for thenext game, in what would prove
to be another rout. The final of
this match was 6-0. Zoppi and
Mike Wilson '00 had two goals
apiece, while Daniel Rudolph
'01 and Stuart Poole '03 both netted their first goals of the season.
It was Poole's first career tally.
Hambrick-Stowe was solid in

BY DANIEL RUDOLPH

Sports Writer

This fall has been a season of
streaks for the Trinity Men's'
Soccer Bantams. Four opening
wins were followed by three
straight losses, leaving the Bants
just over the .500 line, the
widely recognized sign of mediocrity. As of now, the Bantams
are 7-3, having just beaten
NESCAC powerhouse Tufts in a
dramatic sudden-death overtime victory. This win followed
two convincing victories over
weaker opponents, Vassar and
Eastern Connecticut. In a span
of just seven days, Trinity propelled itself back into the playoff picture and established
itself as a legitimate force in
New England.Trinity ison a roll

in the second. It took the Bants chose to overcome these objust a few minutes to end the stacles, and enjoy a 7-3 record as
sudden-death period, as a result.
Trinity's next match is at
MacQuarrie tallied his second
home against Bowdoin, this Sattwo victories are
urday at 11:00.

The scoring began, as Kaley
Iandiorio '01 played in a beautiful cross, which MacQuarrie
nodded in. Tufts would get the

"Though these
significant, it is likely that the Bants will
look back at their game this past Saturday
as one of the biggest...
equalizer in the first half, after a
controversial call in the penalty
box gave Tufts a penalty shot.
The Tufts player conver ted, leaving the score 1-1 at the half.
Regulation would end at 1-1, as
neither side finished a chance

goal of the day, beating a Tufts
defender and the goalkeeper. It
was a gutsy performance by the
Bants; a talented Tufts side, an
incompetent referee, and a hostile cheering section could have
discouraged Trinity. Trinity

Trinity
Utssar

5
0

Trinity 6

ECorin.

Trinity 2,
tufts 1

"In a span of just seven days, Trinity
propelled itself back into the playoff
picture..,
another shutout. He now holds
the school record for career
shutouts; remarkable considering he is only a junior.
Though these two victories
are significant, it is likely that
the Bants will look back at their
game this past Saturday as one
of the biggest of the season.
Trinity traveled to Medford,
Massachusetts, along with a
host of other Trinity teams to
take on the Jumbos. Tufts is a
contender in New England Division 111 soccer, but the Bants
were up for the 'challenge.
Men s Soccer goes on a tnree game winning streak over Mid-session.

and is showing no signs of stopping.
This week of Bantam dominance began in Poughkeepsie,
New York, home of Vassar College. Early, the Vassar squad
showed signs of life, creating the
first two quality opportunities
of the game. Their success was
short-lived, however, and Trinity would soon put this nonleague game to rest. Striker
Morgan Sandell '03 shone in
this match, as he recorded his
first career hat trLck, Brett,
MacQuiirrie '01 ;ind Christo-

Mi§Mt^f&^^

Bantams Storm Forth Through Midsession Victoriously
Continued from page 20
week it was. The Bantams however proved more than up to the
challenge, charging out with
their greatest offensive assault
this season of 13 shots. The Bantams capitalized on one of those
shots with 22 minutes left in
the first half.off of a goal by
Brown, from a pass by
Standring.
Anchored by strong defensive play arid consistent pressure on the Owl's cage, the team
scored again seven minutes into
the second half, Brown netting
her second'goal, this time off of
a pass from V/atts. Thirteen
minutes later the Bants increased their lead off another

utes into the first half off of a
penalty corner. This time Mary
Jacobs smashed a shot past the
Smith goalie on a pass from
Brown on the endline. The favor
was returned later in the first
half as the combination of
Jacobs and Brown reversed for
goal number two. Mary Jacobs,
sealed her offensive MVP with
an assist to Standring. : •
Not only did the final horn
sound out another victory for
the team, it also marked 146
minutesof scoreless play over
three games forthe Bantams on
defense. This streak would be
tested in a heated match against.
the Jumbos of Tufts.
.•;•
Trinity climbed onto the,

"Not only did the final horn sound out
another victory for the team, it also
marked 146 minutes of scoreless play over
three games for the Bantams on defense."
Watts pass, the goal this time
being scored by 'Super Wing'
Standring. Amidst the scoring
bonanza, Martin had 9 saves in
net.
On a two game winning
streak and having broken the
early season slump the. Bantams were ready to take on vis, iting Smith College. At 2-6 the
• Bantams were eager to chalk up
.. another win in their rapidly
improving season. The Bantams appeared to be settling
into their new offensive technique outscoring their competition 5-1 with 33 shots over the
past 2 games.
Trinity began the game versus Smith scoring fifteen min-

scoreboard first with a goal by
Lindsay Peet off of a corner shot
by Mary Jacobs eight minutes
into the game. Tufts evened the
score with a goal of their own
four and half minutes later. The
game turned into a defensive
battle until, with 14 minutes to
go, Tufts scored their second
goal. Rapidly running out of
clock, the Bantams clawed their
way back into a tie on a goal by
Brown with 7 minutes to go.
Regulation ended in a 2-2 tie.
For two overtime periods
both teams fought viciously. At
one point Trinity appeared to
have won on a penalty corner
from Mary Jacobs. The goal was
nullified and voided on a con-

troversial call by the referee forcing the teams to decide the
match in a stroke-off. Lindsay
Peet was able to score first for the
Bantams, which was just as
quickly countered with a goal
by the Jumbos. The next set of
shots were both blocked, leaving

the score tied at 1-1. Trinity's
next two shots proved fruitless
while the Jumbos were able to
covert on their next two attempts and seal the victory.
The Bantams finished the
five game streak 3-2 and is in
significantly better position for

the remainder of .the season because of it. Field Hockey will
take their 3-7 record to
Middletown, CT to face arch-rival Wesleyan on Wednesday.
The team's next home game
will be Saturday at 11 against
the Bowdoin Polar Bears.

National Security Education Program
Scholarships for Stu^y^y|N)ad
Why Study Abroad?
International experience is crucial to a competitive resume. You need skills to
work in the global arena. NSEP provides opportunities for Americans to study
in regions critical to U.S. national interests (excluding Western Europe, Canada,
Australia and New Zealand). Award amounts are up to amaximum of $8,000
per semester or $16,000 per academic year.
You must be a U.S. citizen and enrolled as an undergraduate at a U.S. university,
college or community college. Scholarships are for study in Summer'00,
Fall '00 and/or Spring '01. For applications, contact your NSEP Campus
Representative or the NSEP office attel: (800) 618-NSEP, e-mail: nsep@iie.org.
Deadline: February 7,2000.
National Security Education Program
Undergraduate Scholarships
Institute of International Education
1400 K Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20005
call(800)618-NSEPor(202)326-7697
e-mail: nsep@iie.org
See our website at: www.iie.org/nsep

•'[

This Week in Sports
Baseball. It's our national pastime. I thought "apple pie" was our national pastime, but
Matt here has informed me that even though apple pie is good, really good, especially with
vanilla ice cream on top, food can not be a national pastime. Anyway, if you've been watchI ing the American League Championship Series between the Boston Red Sox and New York
Yankees and the National League Championship Series between the Atlanta Braves and the
| New York Mets, you've seen baseball at its best, with underdog teams like the Red Sox and
Mets fighting like supermodels over a can of mousse on a bad hair day. Here are a few snap[ shots taken during these series that you may not have seen on NBC or FOX:

i.t'W'i*:m:3

Brett.. Brett this is the middle
of the playoffs!

m^m£Bms%
The Sox may have lost, but
these fans still have faith,
(maybe because of the guy who
posted all those Ks huh ?)

if
>*u

For Those who don't know, this
is John Rocker and his neck is
the width of that guys waist

Is This Guy Serious?

1999 Fall Sports Schedule
Football

Field Hockey

10/23 vs. Bowdoin

10/20 @ Wesleyan
10/23 vs. Bowdoin

Men's Soccer

Volleyball

10/23 vs. Bowdoin

10/20 vs. Conn. College

Women's Soccer

Women's Tennis

10/21 vs. Western Connecticut
10/23 vs. Bowdoin

10/19 vs. Holy Cross
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Men's Crew Wins Four Golds in Hartford Head Race
Bantams Capitalize On Home Water Advantage In Riverfront Recapture Contest
the 3-mile course difficult for one to chase, but when the
the crew, but the rowing im- times were posted the crew beat
Sports Writer
proved through the middle and their closest competitor,
finished strongly.
The lightweight 4+ also fared
The Trinity Men's Crew team
took home four gold medals this very well, placing first in their
Sunday
at
Riverfront division by a commanding
Racapture's First Annual Head margin of 57 seconds. Barrett
Race, which took place on the Bijur '01, Greg Pagnini '00, John
Mansfield '01, Reed Wilmerding
Connecticut River.
This was the first head race in '01, and coxswain Ben Sayles '01
Hartford in fifteen years, and rowed in their new bow-coxed
the race showcased the new pa- Millennium 4. The final 4+
vilion next to the Founders' made up of Matt Banas '02, Ben
Bridge on the Hartford shore. Davis '02, Doug Lake '02, Nat
The Bantams were able to Silver '02 and coxswain Emily
launch out of their own boat- Queen '01 placed fourth with a
house and row on their own time of 16:27.
river, undoubtedly putting their
The two winning fours rowed
BY STEPHEN BAXTER

Dowling College, by more than
thirty seconds. Some oarsmen
in the boat thought it was going

"It was great to finally have a race in
Hartford after 15 years and do so well.
It's great for the program and for the
College"-- Head Coach Steve Fluhr
home course advantage to good
use.
Trinity entered three crews in
the Men's Open 4+ event, and
the A boat won first place with
: a time of 15:54, defeating Coast
Guard and Amherst among
others. Theboat was comprised
oLTim Godfrey '00, Gus Poole
'00, Stephen Baxter '02, Doug
Carlson '01, and George McLean
'02 coxing. Rough water and a
tailwind made the first mile of

together in the Men's Open 8+
and smoked the competition
with a time of 14:24. The eight
felt much smoother and had
better rhythm, largely due to a
"technical ten" that coxswain
George TylcLean called with
about 1800 meters to go at the
.Charter Oak Bridge. '
/t was hard to tell how the
crew finished in the standings,
because Trinity was off the
STEPHEN BAXTER
starting line first and had no The Men's Crew team dominates on the Connecticut River.

to be much closer and questioned the event organizers' timing. Nonetheless, eight athletes
in the Varsity Men's crew wore
2 medals around their necks after the day of races. Keep in
mind all the oarsmen rowing in
the Open 8+ and the Club 8+
divisions also rowed in the
morning, while their competition did not, demonstrating the
superior strength and endurance of this year's squad.
Trinity entered two eights at
the Regatta, and those racing in
the Club 8+ division also took
home the hardware. Matt Banas
'02 stroked, with Nat Silver '02,
James Cabot '02, Doug Lake '02,
Ben Davis '02, Reed Whitman
'02, Dave Pope '03, Joe Crail '03
and Ben Sayles '01 coxing. The
crew placed first with a quick
15:37.
• "It was great to finally have a
race in Hartford after 15 years
and do so well. It's great for the
program and for the College,"
said satisfied Head Coach Steve
Fluhr. "The fact that President
Dobelle and (Director of Athletics) Rick Hazelton attended the
regatta was encouraging as
well," added Fluhr.
The Trinity Crew will be
I'dQtetfi'g-'fcWttWiWins on-October 23rd at the Head of the
Charles Regatta in Boston, the
last race of their 1999 Fall season.
____

On The Road... With Rugby Field Hockey Plows
Trinity R ugby Defeats Southern Connecticut And Advances
BY MATT WIKSTROM

I

Sports Writer

5; Connecticut 5
The men's rugby team continued it's march to capture the
New England RFU South
League championship with a
convincing 66-5 win last Saturday over Southern Connecticut
RFC. Trinity's league record improves to 3-1.
After a disappointing 22-24
loss on October 10 to the defending Northeast champions,
Yale University, the team faced
a must-win situation against
Southern. "We didn't play particularly well against Yale, so
the boys were somewhat determined to get back on the right
track," said Coach Bob Merola,
It didn't take long to get the
train back on track. Trinity's offensive onslaught began early in
the first half as captain Matthew Wikstrom touched down
in the corner off a driving
lineout to take an early 5-0 lead.
Southern returned the favor several minutes later, as they
blocked a clearing kick off a defensive scrum to even the score
at 5-5. That, however, would be
the last scoring opportunity for

the visitors. Trinity's response
was swift and decisive as they
scored 28 points in the next 30
minutes to take a 35-5 half time
lead. The first half scoring binge
was led by captain Matt
Wikstrom (3 trys), outside center Peter Folger (2 trys), and center Billy Yorns, who added 2
penalty kicks and 2 conversions.
According to assistant
coaches Brian Purdy and Mike
Fox, the half time strategy was
to maintain defensive pressure
on the Southern backline and
take advantage of their ball
handling mistakes. "The Southern backs had some trouble

Folger and Adam Best each
added a try later in the half to
cap off the impressive offensive
show.'The backline passing was
as sharp as we've seen in a long
time," declared Purdy. "Much of
the credit goes to Alex Kwok
whose decision making at his
flyhalf position allowed us to
get the ball wide with numerous attacking options,"added
Purdy.
Trinity will face a much
greater challenge next week
against Central, whose aggressive forward pack is their
strength. "If we can nuetralize
their forward play, then our
backs should have an opportu-

"We didn't play particularly well against
Yale, so the boys were somewhat
determined to get back on the right track"
-Coach Merola
handling the pill (ball), and
there was always a Trinity
player around to regain possession", said Fox.
This was clearly evident in
the second half as the Trinity
backs delivered another 5 trys
to the opposition goal line. Newcomer Matt Albrecht started
the barrage 2 minutes into the
half as he picked a loose ball at
midfield and outpaced two defenders to score under the posts.
Alebrecht also delivered the
next two trys before being replaced due to a shoulder injury.

nity to put up some points",
noted Coach Merola. In assessing his team's chances for next
week, Captain Matt Wikstrom
had this to offer: "We'll need total commitment from each
player for the full 80 minutes.
There will be one league champion at the end of the day. It'll be
the team that wants it the most."
Next week's home game against
Central Connecticut (4-0) will
determine the league champion
who will then continue on to
the New England Division II
Tournament.

Over Competition
Bants Steamroll Three Straight
BY MELISSA CHURCH
AND DEVIN PHARR

Sports Writers

Midsession week promised to
be a very active one for the Trinity College Field Hockey team
starting with Conn: College the
Wednesday before as well as
four games during. This gave
the 0-5 Bantams the opportunity to turn their season around
and swing into the winning
mood. After three days of practice, the Bants looked to bring
defensive and offensive cohesion to their game. Standing in
their way, however, were the 34 Conn. College Camels.
Down in New London, Trinity College failed to play up to
its full potential. Conn. College
scored early off a penalty stroke
just over 3 minutes into the
game. It was 20 minutes later
when Whitney Brown '01 answered back with a penalty
stroke of her own. Trinity managed to hold the tie until 22
minutes into the second half
when the Camels scored off a
ball in play. The Bants were unable to even the score this team,
resulting in their 6lh loss of the
season.
On Saturday, the White
Mules of Colby arrived late to a
find a fired up Bantam squad.

The Bants were well prepared
for this game and determined to
clinch their first win of the season. Surging onto the field full
of momentum, the Bantams
needed less than 10 minutes for
Heather Standring '02 to rip one
right past the goalie off a pass
from Brown. The Trinity defense shut down the Mules,
holding them to only 5 penalty
corners, 4 of those coming late
in the second. Colby needed
that extra offense after Trinity
scored.it second goal with 27 remaining this time with Brown
scoring off a pass from Katie
Watts'00. Colby managed to get
on the Scoreboard with 6 minutes left to play, but they were
unable to overcome the strong
playing of sophomore goalieJess
Martin who finished the game
with 19 saves.
This was a pivotal win for the
Trinity FieW Hockey team, giving them the confidence they
needed to turn their season
around. The Bantams would
need this confidence for their
upcoming battle against Division II Southern Connecticut.
The Owls were to have been a
first ever matchup for Trinity
back on the first Thursday of the
season. A rainout and the subsequent rescheduling made this
midsession the especially busy
Continued on page 18

